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FOREWORD

In the introduction to the proceedings of the first

National Forum on New Planning and Management Practices

in Higher Education, published in May 1972, it was sug-

gested:

With the converging concerns regarding insti-
tutional financing, public accountability and
the development of more effective techniques
for planning and management of postsecondary
educational institutions and systems, the need
for serious, practical consideration of the
state-of-the-art in new planning and manage-
ment techniques in postsecondary education
has become progressively more critical.*

While developments in planning and management practices

in the nearly two-year period between the first and the

second forum have not been revolutionary, they have

been constant, as has the increase in numbers and types

of institutions involved in utilizing the new

*Millard, Sweeney and Eklund (eds.) Planning and Man-
agement Practices in Higher Education: Prmise or
Dilemma' Denver, Colo.: Education Commission of the

States, 1972. Page S. Forum held Jan. 26-28, 1972,
in Denver, Colo.
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techniques. Accordingly, the need for such practical

consideration of the state-of-the-art is as critical

today as it was in 1972.

However, in addition to the desirability of periodic

review of the state-of-the-art in the light not only

of technical advances but of changing external condi-

tions, with the more widespread use of new management

techniques and particularly management information sys-

tems, it becomes a matter of major concern to take a

closer look at the impact of such information systems'

on postsecondary educational institutions and on sys-

tems of institutions. Assuming that the more wide-

spread use of information systems and increased demand

at institutional, state and federal levels for more

adequate information has to some degree improved mana-

gerial efficiency and ability to bring information to

bear on decision making, what effects has this had with-

in institutions on traditional structures and on the

iv
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roles of faculty, departments, even schools or colleges

in complex institutions, on the decision-making pro-

cess? What effects has it had on institutions in

statewide systems? What effect is it likely to have

not only on institutions but on statewide systems and

consortia if the federal government, as evidenced in

the charge to the National Commission on the Financing

of Postsecondary Education, requires more exhaustive

information including development of national standard

procedures for institutional costing and data report-

ing? To the extent that with information and informa-

tion aggregation goes.power, the potential conflict

of the information revolution of the last few years on

the traditional decentAlized modes of operation within

postsecondary education seems clear.

This is not to suggest that within the contemporary

world, with the expanding universe of postsecondary

education in contrast to traditional higher education

v
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and with what appears to be a leveling off of college-

going rates of traditional "college-age" students, such

collection and aggregation of information is not cru-

cial for intelligent planning and decision making.

But it is to raise questions about the judicious use

of information at various levels if what has been held

to he the necessary leeway or independence of depart-

. ments, institutions, even systems of postsecondary

education for effective educational experimentation

and programmatic integrity is to be maintained.

Accordingly, the planning committee adopted as the

theme of the second forum, "Information Impact--Colli-

sion With Tradition." The program focused on "a call

to conscience" in relation to the major issues involved

in the aggregation and comparison of information about

postsecondary education, the needs and usage. of such

information and prospects for increasing demand for

such information. In the light of this focus the ban-

9



quet session was devoted to a progress report on the

work of the National Commission on the Financing of

Postsecondary Education by Ben Lawrence, its-executive

director.

In the plenary sessions, the issues of tension, pro-

blems, limitations, opportunities and advantages of

effective management information systems and informa-

tion aggregation were addressed first from within

institutional perspectives and second from state and

federal perspectives

of the University of

. John E. Corbally Jr., president

Illinois, and Peggy Heim, coor-

dinator of institutional planning at Bucknell Univer-

sity, dealt with the impacts within and on institu-

tions, including both the advantages of and necessity

for adequate information and cautions and reservations

in relation to its use. Robert C. Andringa, minority

staff director of the U.S. House of Representatives'

Committee on Education and Labor, undeilined the need

1#i
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for adequate information at the federal level to insure

enlightened congressional action and effective policy
--'

determination. Martin Trow, professor in the Graduate

School of Public Policy at the University of Cali-

fornia, Berkeley, underlined the need for caution, the

dangers in unsophisticated comparisons and concern for

circumspection in the collection and use of/information

in determining public policy.

I

To insure that in the discussion of management and

information systems the beneficiaries of postsecondary

educational systems were not left out of the picture,

and to remind forum participants that systems are not

ends in themselves but that their excuse for being is

to increase benefits to students and society, a lunch-

eon panel chaired by Paul Taubman, including members

of the Board on Human Resources of the National Re-

search Council, discussed the benefits of higher edu-

cation.



Finally, while the small group sessions did address

the current state-of-the-art, they also included is-

sues of a less technical nature involving critical

changing conditions in uses of management information

systems, such as collective bargaining information

needs, program innovation within traditional manage-
/

ment systems, policy-issues related to data base man-

agement, a humanistic management system for education

and regional data centers: policy before hardware.

The group sessions were designed to include a wide

range of concerns of different types of institutions

and systems. Pius, sessions dealt with the National

Center for Higher Education Management Systems' pro-

ducts, state systems, regional systems, community

colleges, small colleges and particular management

and information system development.

As was the case in the earlier forum, the concern of

the planning committee was that this forum alSo

ix
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approach the issues and the state-of-the-art through

discussion among institutional and system users them-

selves, of systems and approaches actually in use to-

day rather than theoretical discussions by system de-

velopers of what may be available tomorrow. The forum

did not attempt to be definitive ox all inclusive but

to highlight major developments and, perhaps more im-

portant in this forum than in ;he first one, to high-

light the concerns, problems and opportunities in-

volved in effective use of new management, information 4'

and pl nning,practices in the expanding universe of

postsecondary education.
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THE IMPACT OF MIS ON AND WITHIN A MAJOR

INSTITUTION AND INSTITUTIONAL SYSTEM

John E. Corbally Jr.
President

University of Illinois

The theme for-this secor.d national forum includes

several phrases, each of which might itself be a forum

theme. "Information impact" is one; "collision with

tradition," another; and "shifting levels of decision

making in postsecondary education," a third. Combining

these three themes into one produces a sort of "super

theme" of a depth and breadth which offer unlimited

rhetorical opportunities to one listed as a "co-keynote

speaker." In spite of this limitless possibility, I

shall attempt to avoid the challenge of solving all of

the problems of the forum and of the world in this one

stirring address.

I do have several thoughts which provide a framework

for my comments. First, as much as I am impressed by

2
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the changes which impact upon education and upon

educational institutions in our modern society, I find

it essential to remain even more impressed by the

constancy of our profession and of our institutions.

In concentrating upon change, upon new ideas or

technology, it is easy to lose sight of those things

which do not change. Our purposes and our basic

processes are rooted in the teaching- learning environ-

ment of the classroom, the laboratory and the library.

What is important in our work is what takes place in

the minds and hearts of our students--minds and hearts

that operate on the physiological, neurological and

psychological mechanisms that have existed since man-

kind was created or evolved. Regardless of the data

that our machines produce, regardless of the reports

and information that underlie our administrative

decisions, regardless of who makes those administrative

decisions, the teaching-learning process remains

basically constant.

3
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Second, I find no evidence of a necessary correlation

between management efficiency and educational efficiency

in our institutions. Thus, while inefficient management

may lead to bankruptcy and to closure, there is no real

evidence that on the last day of its life, the teaching-

learning process in the bankrupt institution was less

alive, less stimulating, less productive than was the

process in a well-managed, well-endowed, well-to-do

institution. It might be true, as a matter of fact,

that on that last day the process on the bankrupt

campus was more alive than was the case on the other

campus. I do not mean to imply by this statement that

management effectiveness is unnecessary in higher

education. The breadth and depth of the experiences

,we provide our students depend upon resource stability

and upon some form of organization of experience.

Obviously, on the day after bankruptcy and close, the

educational process--not to mention the efficiency of

that process--in the bankrupt college is gone, and



society has experienced, therefore, a real loss. I do

not, therefore, speak in behalf of bankruptcy. I

merely want to bear in mind that educational

efficiency rather than management efficiency is our

primary goal. My next point will elaborate upon this

reminder.

And so finally -- finally in an introductory sense, that

is--I do emphasize that I do not find organizational

management and the efftiveness of the teaching-

learning process to be incompatible companions on a

campus or in a university system. If management is

essential to avoid bankruptcy or, to be less extreme,

to provide necessary resources in support of the

teaching-learning process, then management and teach-

ing-learning are essential companions. Those who argue

that universities arc more similar to the Metropolitan

Opera than to the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. and

who use that argument in a Kind of antimanagement way,

ignore the facts that the Metropolitan Opera is

23
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managed and that the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.

engages in teaching and learning. There is good

management and there is less-than-good managcment. One

characteristic of the former is that it is aware of the

objectives of the organization and that it serves

those objectives.

I find it important to remember, then, that there is

much constancy in our profession and in our institu-

tions; that our concern for efficiency must be a

concern for educational efficiency; and that manage-

ment--good management--is essential to the success of

our undertakings in education. While there is little

of earthshaking revelation in those reminders, without

them we can do ourselves and our work much disservice.

Within that framework, then, what is the impact of new

management techniques upon our institutions? From my

point of view, the impact is less than is popularly

imagined. The impact upon managers and upon manage-

6
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ment staffs is much greater than is the impact upon

the institutions. But this statement ignores the

question, "What is the impact supposed to be?" Put

another way,,"Is the impact of new management systems

supposed to be radical change?"

The management of an organization has several objec-

tives. In an oversimplified way, one can say that

management has the responsibility to make decisions

concerning activities of the organization or to see

that such decisions are made; the responsibility to

evaluatetfie results of those decisions in terms of
t

the objectives of the activities or to see that such

evaluations are made; and the responsibility to pose

new decision problems based upon the evaluation of the

results of old decisions and upon an analysis of new

or newly important factors that impinge upon the

organization or to see that such problems are posed.

Depending upon the size and complexity of the organiza-

7
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tion and upon the number of factors that impinge upon

that orgaoization, the numbers of decisions and decision

categories that face the management of the organization

will vary.

It is clear that universities and university systems

are complex and increasingly large. It is equally

clear that universities and university systems have

become an increasingly high priority to a growing number

of external agencies. Consequently, the numbers of

decisions and decision categories that face the

managctheiii of higher education have increased and

continue to do so. An elementary axiom of decision

making is that to the extent possible, decisions should

be based upon as complete and accurate information

concerning the matter to be decided as is possible.

Further, decisions should be ba Al upon as accurate

a forecast as is possible of the results of the alter-

native choices from among which a decision will be

selected. The meeting of the requirements of this

8
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axiom calls for data or, if you will, for information.

:t has always called for data or information.

For example, the development of a time schedule for

a university involves decisions and involves inform?-

tion. At one time for all, and still for a few univer-

sities or colleges, the required information could be

gathered at the student chapel meeting and at a faculty

meeting, and decisions, about the time, place, variety

and number of course offerings could be made overnight

by one or two reople. For most of us, that time is

gone. We still need the same information--thus my

claim against radical change--but we need new methods

to get it. Management information systems have not

,changed management; management and the times have

changed management information systems. Or, if you

will, management information systems are merely new

ways that size and complexity demand to do the same

things we have always done.

9
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Add to the increasing complexity of management's

decision-making responsibilities the new stress upon

accountability, and the need for organized information

becomes even more intense. An underfunded system of

higher education attracted limited attention in the

1930s and early 1940s, and a fairly well-funded system

in a looming economy attracted the same limited

attention in the late 1940s, the 1950s and the early

1960s. Then, however, came both the student revolt

and the taxpayer revolt. The student revolt made it

"clear" to many that those of us managing higher

education "did not know what we were doing," and the

taxpayer revolt made it clear to legislators that some

state agencies had to have their budgets cut or at

least tightly reined in. What better place to start

than with an expensive state agency such as higher

education whose managers "obviously were not managing."

Suddenly, state coordinating agencies, executive

budget offices and legislative staff offices developed

10



or were expanded to help us manage higher education.

Accountability became the new watchword, and it was

(and is) a slow day in the university administrator's

office if at least two or three questionnaires or

requests for information did not arrive from some

state or federal agency. Universities--which really

were quite well managed in terms of the requirements

of the 1940s, 1950s and early 1960s and which had

responded miraculously to enrollment and programmatic

pressures--found that in self-defense they would have

to try to develop information banks and would also have

to try to influence the questions addressed to those

banks. All too often, outside agencies were asking

the same question using widely different terminology,

and universities were answering the same question with

widely different answers. I recall, for example, one

glorious day at Ohio State when four offices separately

reported the current FTE enrollment at Ohio State using

four sound but completely different numbers. I also

11



recall the directive we then issued which in its basic

substance said, "We may give the wrong number, but let

us all give the same number!!"

Every state agency wanted information. The wants were

legitimate, and we needed to be able to respond. The

mystique was gone, and when we spoke of needs, of

problems, of quality, we were asked to back up-our

words with data -- accurate, organized, understandable

data. And thus the organization of information became

and remains a key requirement as we meet the basic

management responsibilities of decision making and of

accountability.

Unfortunately, for a variety of reasons-- partly asso-

ciated with the traditional requirement of a profession

that it develop a unique symbolism and mystique--we

have developeu an alphabetical and semantic mumbo

jumbo which surrounds our information efforts and

which makes them appear to be new and, to many,

12
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frightening. There is really no more reason to speak

of a CAMPUS III on a 175 as an adjunct to REGIS than

there was to speak of a Sara Jones on an L. C. Smith

Standard as an adjunct to the class cards in the tub.

Chris de Young spoke of understanding program objectives

as the foundation of a budget in 1927 and forgot to call

is PPBS, so he was never revered as a "Whiz Kid." MIS

is not much different from the old FOWGO system- -

"Find Out What's Going On!"

As a university president I really do not care what the

numbers are on the machines whirring away in air-con-

ditioned splendor in our basement, nor do I care what

acronym has been assigned to the program that is

currently asking those machines to produce our payroll

checks. I do know that I am asking a great deal of

those machines and of the people who manage, program

and operate thkm. Probably, however, in their time

and in their world, my predecessors asked equally as

much of those who managed, programmed and operated an

13



abacus, or a typewriter, or an adding machine, or a

pencil and the classic green eyeshade. Basically,

those machines and those people help me and my col-

leagues shorten the odds in decision making in a

complex environment and help me and my colleagues

account for what we are doing with money and with

people in that same complex environment.

They do not guarantee that I will make the right or

the timely decision; they will not guarantee that all

is well and legal and aboveboard in our university.

They do not replace me nor dehumanize me nor threaten

me. They did not create the new staffs of our legisla-

tive appropriations committees, nor did they create

the coordinating board that complicates my life. They

did not create governors and legislators who seek or

ask me to seek the "fat" in our budget, nor did they

create demands for 5-year or 10-year long-range plans.

They simply sit there--neutral and uncaring--and

14



challenge me and my colleagues to be wise enough to use

them to help deal with some age-old problems in modern

dress.

*It is particularly important to remember that the

machines and the systems do not--in and of themselves- -

have anything to do with "contrdil" or with "autonomy"

or with "involvement." The complexities and costs of

higher education have influenced "control" and "autono-

my"; increasing efforts of the private sector of educa-

tion to share in public funds have influenced the

autonomy of that sector; the rise of "consumerism"- -

a concept falsely applied, in my view, in higher

education - -has certainly influenced "control" and

"autonomy" and " involvement." But some of the famous

"giants" of our profession--the university presidents

who molded institutions in their images--cared little

for involvement at "lower levels" and exercised their

power without the aid of computers or of acronyms. The

15
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potential for various forms of management is always

present, and one must not confuse machines with manage-

ment style.

So my plea regarding discussion of new techniques to aid

management is that we not find it either necessary or

appropriate to try to invent new concepts of management.

And particularly, I stress that we not forget that our

real task is to aid and to support the teaching-learning

functions of our institution. Unless the information

we so completely and sometimes ' painfully gather and

organize and print out, and the decisions we make, and

the reports we produce, can be related to those central

functions, we are playing a parasitic role with a host

that cannot really afford to feed us and sustain us.

I ask you, then, to join with me in refusing to assume

that information and the means of collecting and dis-

playing information have in some mysterious ways become

16
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more central to our lives and to the lives of our insti-N

tutioAs than are the people and the activities which

that Information describes. We desperately need to

maintain perspective in our activities and in our

society, and a.key requirement in doing so is to

maintain our focus upon what is central rather than to

focus upon peripheral phenomena. In that way, we can

deal with information impacts, with seeming complexity

and even with acronyms and numbered machines and still

retain our age-old concern--our tradition, if you will- -

for the betterment of our society through teaching and

learning.



THE USE AND MISUSE OF MANAGEMENT INFORMATION:

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES FROM

TILE PERSPECTIVE OF THE INSTITUTION

Peggy Heim
Coordinator of Institutional Planning

Bucknell University

THE SOCIOLOGICAL CONTEXT

In Search of Panacea. Higher education and those who

control it have fastened upon a panacea for their

problems: management systems and the information

derived therefrom.' Much is expected of management

information. We should not be surprised that higher

education looks for a panacea. Its troubles are many,

and they are growing. Like a patient who knows not

what ails him, higher education longs for a miraculous

I
cure.

The Groups Concerned. There are two main groups that

hope to find solutions--or at least partial- solutions--

to their problems in management information and

18



management systems. They include the institution

itself--administrators, faculty, boards of trustees

and, to some extent, students--and the governmental

interfacings responsible for higher education. On

the state level these interfacings include bureaus of

the budget, the governor's office, state coordinating

councils, sometimes boards of education, legislative

committees concerned with finance and education and

legislators. Similar interest groups exist on the

federal level.

Reasons for Their Concern. Basically these groups

have two problems. The first, and most pressing,

problem relates to the allocation of resources. The

economic situation has changed. For a variety of

reasons additional funding is no longer easy to obtain.

Even original levels of funding may be hard to maintain.

In this economic environment, the problem is this. How

should resources be allocated, and can the decision

be made acceptable? The second problem relates to the

19
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need for information. In part this is a function of

size and multiunit structure. In part the need for

information arises from increasing complexity in the

economic, political, social and legal environment.

The institution desires information in readily obtain-

able form in order to improve decisions and to respond

to its constituencies and governmental agencies. The

coordinating and funding agencies and committees want

to know what they are doing. And they too must respond

to constituencies.

The Institutional Environment. Some of the troubles

within institutions emanate indirectly from a serious

slowdown or even a reversal in the rate of growth of

enrollments and revenues; some from patterns of

governance; some from the administrative styles of top

administrators who emphasize, or even over-emphasize,

participative administration; some from the fact that

life is just more complex. During much of the 1960s

funds came relatively easily in both the public and
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private sectors of higher education. There was little

concrete long-range planning, except of a rather

superficial nature. Few really looked down the road

to see what lay ahead. In both public and private

institutions there was eough slack--new positions,

new money--to give something to all, or almost all

Faculty and administrators at all levels became

accustomed to the expansion brought about by good-

times and rapid enrollment growth. At the same time,

patterns of institutional and system-governance were

changing. Faculty pushed for participative adminis-

tration. Students followed suit. Some administrators

plunged overboard in providing for participation in

administrative decision making. They gave little

advance thought to what matters could be decided

effectively by what committees, of what constituency

and under what circumstances. Meanwhile, the economic

situation deteriorated. The deterioration became

severe. Institutions faced declining rates of growth
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in enrollment and revenues. For some, enrollments fell

off. But the need for additional revenues did not

decline. The "nee expenditures necessary to maintain

institutional life and vitality could no longer be

obtained through budgetary expansion. To an increasing

extent they could be made only through the reallocation

of resources.

The Situation Within Institutions. In this context
I

management and planning data may be viewed as an attempt

to do something about an unfavorable situation. First,

data systems represent an effort to bring rationality to

a casual system of decision making, particularly in the

area of resource allocations. They replace what Earl

Cheit has referred to as the Folk Methods of academe.2

Second, data systems are seen as a potential device for

reducing pressures on individuals in their roles as

decisionmakers, whether nominal or otherwise, and as

ball carriers for their constituencies. There may be

a third factor, but this is less clear. In desperation
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institutions may be turning to administration by formula

as an alternative to unsatisfactory processes in college

and university governance.

Let us pursue the psychology and organizational

Sociology of these factors a little further, for they

may prciide insight into conscious and subconscious

desires for management and planning information.3 In

the years of rapid budgetary growth administrators

became accustomed to doing well--those who brought the

boons back to the institutions, those who dispensed

them and those who announced them. When the adminis-

tra:orbrought good economic tidings and relative

satisfaction prevailed, the administrator perceived

himself, and was perceived, as successful. Moreover,

he oc,apied a position in "hich he could play the role

of "the good guy." It was a satisfying feeling.

Financial stringency bring:. about a changed situation.

When pressures are severe and prolonged, there are

few boons and many budgetary cutbacks. It is hard to
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be successful. The administr.Aor will probably have to

become a "not-so-good guy." These experiences, par-

ticularly when the pendulum swings wide, are unsettling.

They are unsettling to the administrators who do the

taking away and to those who do the losing. Each

administrative level experiences disturbances and

pressures. There is little wonder all levels- the

president, the provost, the deans, the departme\t

chairmen--seek ways that will make these decis4s less

personal and therefore more palataLl- to those they

affect.

Governance patterns and personal administrative styles

within the institution may also contribute to a desire

for management information and planning systems. In

the older era of thr strong administrator who consulted

informally but left no doubt that he personally made

the decision, the stance of the administrator was

quite different than it is now in institutions where

he works through an involved committee structure. His
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interfacings with the faculty are different in AP07.PP

and in kind. The faculty members on these committees

are also affected. They are supposed to make recommen-

dations influencing the allocation of resources.

Resource decisions affect people--their colleagues,

their friends. They are personal-type decisions, and

they are hard to make. They are probably harder to

make for faculty members than for administrators. It

is well to keep in mind that for faculty the peer

group remains the faculty. There are three groups who

therefore become interested in a relatively mechanistic

and impersonal system for making decisions: the

administrator, the faculty member serving on a key

committee and the faculty member affected by the

decision. Decisions which are personal in nature are

at best difficult and may even be socially intolerable.

They erode the social fabric of the collegiate community.

In view of this situation, it is not surprising that

there is interest in relatively mechanistic planning
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systems and management information on college and

university campuses. To date, administrators have

exhibited most of the interest shown in management

systems. There is reason to believe that faculty may

also find it useful. In Institution, where participa-

tive administration has been carried far, faculty

committees, department chairmen and faculty members

themselves may find management infc-mation and mechan-

istic planning systems a means of reducing strain,

maintaining' their view of self and preserving the

social fabric.

The Situation From Outside: Governmental Interfacings.

There is a second set of constituencies involved in the

funding and control of higher education. These are the

state coordinating councils, the state departments of

education, the bureau of the budget, the governor's

office, legislative committees and the legislators

themselves. Other agencies, committees and congressmen

operate on the federal level. Their interests relate
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to the provision of services and their financing.

Both these state and federal groups have watched public

outlays for higher education skyrocket from about $2.6

billion in 1959 to $13.1 billion in 1971.4 'These

increases alr due, among other things, to ball aing

enrollments, to inflation, to the nature oc ,ervice

industries, to changing social values, to the deepening

and broadening of knowledge, to the improvement of

technology and to the adding of programs. Rut these

funding and coordinating agencies suspect that some of

these increased costs may be due to less valid reasons.

They lack confidence that higher education's demands

have been reasonable and our claims justif ble. They

suspect we have been selfish and greedy. How then can

they check the.unparalleled rise in cost, identify

greed, locate inefficiency and yet give to higher

education the resources that it needs to do an accept-

dhle ph? These groups turn to management data--to

cost and operating ratios in particular--to control
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the burgeoning costs of higher education.

THE GENERAL PROBLEM OF "INFORMATION"

Information, a Broad-Ranging Subject. "Information" is

a very broad-ranging topic. Among other things, it can

include counts of this and counts of that, such as

various types of enrollment counts, faculty counts,

total personnel counts, empty student spaces, space

and space utilization reports, -.alaries for this group

and that group reported in all sorts of ways--by sex,

race, rank and position; tenure counts and percentages;

funding and financial reports; student-faculty and

other operating ratios; projections; cost analyses of

this and of that calculated by various methods; and the

results of simulation models.

Problems of Data Collection. In all cases, the basic

question is, "What is the purpose of the counting or

the reporting?" Is the information collected to solve

specific problems? Or is the information gathered with
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the idea that hopefully it may be useful? After

specific determination of what is to be accomplished- -

if indeed this step is taken- -the statistic must be

defined. It must be defined both theoretically and

operationally. The theoretical definition is necessary

to make certain the figure is relevant to the problem

one has posed. The operational definition is

necessary to increase the probability that the figure

is calculated appropriately. Take the fairly simple

problem of enrollment. It should be counted quite

differently if one wants a measure of the student-

status of individuals, a measure for staffing analysis

or a measure of tuition revenue.

After the concept is defined, the next question is, can

it be counted or reported easily with the data bases

and processing methods the institution has at hand?

Even if it is an important inhouse study, one cannot

count on getting clean data when the statistic has to

be handled or massaged in a unique way. But if the
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figure is being contributed for out-of-house purposes

and the figure is not fairly easy to get, the collect-

ing agency will more likely receive "reasonable"

estimates--or not-so-reasonable estimates.

Once the figures are in the hands of the agency, users

are likely to impute to them a purity and veracity

that they do not have. Perhaps this is attributable

to a mystical sacredness of figures. Two is not three;

three is not four. We learn as a child that a number

( is something specific and true. We have a predilection

for something which is quantified in contrast to that

which is not quantified. We put more faith in it. One

might call this belief in the purity of numbers the

figure-syndrome. I suspect, if the truth were known,

that most of us have this figure-syndrome to varying

degrees. I among them. Transference of belief in

figures to belief in the conclusions based upon them

is an easy next step. Most of us in writing reports
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are careful to add the qualifying adjectives and

\
\adverbs, select the verbs with care, adding the appro-

priate mays, mights and coulds. The reader of the

report tends to simplify. tie drops many of the quali-

fications that the author so laboriously inserted.

Even ne author with the passage of time or with the

need to simplify, tends to overlook the qualifying

words. And thus we walk down the primrose path

together--the author, the reader and the user of these

statements based upon these mystical figures. We read

into them more than was intended by the data contribu-

tor and the data collector.

A SPECIFIC TYPE OF MANAGEMENT INFORMATION: UNIT
COSTING

Let us turn to a specific example, unit costing.

Locus of Action. Unit-costing is where we shall find

the action in the next few years. The National Com-

mission on the Financing of Postsecondary Education has
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reconunended full unit-costing on a voluntary basis.5

Congress will likely be gungho for it. Many Congress-

men seem to think it will help us, the institution; it

will help them; and indeed, near ly everybody. After

five or six years on a voluntary bads most institutions

will probably be called upon to repor data in unit

cost form. \

Nature of the Data. If Congress carries o4 the
\

national commission's recommendations, institutions

will be asked to report full unit costs by level of

enrollment and by field of study (i.e., major). Full

costs include both direct and indirect costs. Deter-

mination of the unit cost for a given major (e.g., a

major in psychology) involves the calculation of

induced course load and student work load matrices.

Reporting of full costs by major becomes a complex

task. Even departmental cost data have to be cleaned

up. They must he adjusted for interdepartmental
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transfers and interdisciplinary offerings. But the

problem is only beginning.

Problems of Allocation. In order to ascertain cost

differences between educating lower- and upper-

division students, the recommended procedures call for

the allocation of direct (departmental) costs by course

level--lower division, upper division, etc., as well as

level of student. Course level categories are often

not clear-cut. But even if they are clear-cut, the

data needed for the assignment of costs are imprecise.

The allocations may be rough indeed. Perhaps even more

arbitrary is the allocation of other activities, such

as library, students services and overhead.
6

The fact

that all institutions use the same allocating conven-

tions does not eliminate their arbitrary quality.

Costing conventions are not neutral in their effect.

Thus the use of one convention rather than another

may overstate certain types of costs for institutions
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with certain characteristics and understate them for

institutions with other characteristics.

Activity Analysis. Potentially an even greater source

of difference in cost figures may stem from whether

institutions use activity analysis or a-gnment in

allocating faculty and other professional salaries to

cost centers. The rationale of activity analysis is

that salaries and fringe benefits should be allocated

in the same way people spend their time. On the

surface the principle appears sound, but it overlooks

both the sociology and economics of the profession.

One of the characteristics of learned professions is

that the professional frequentlyAives of his own time

(beyond what might be considered a normal vNorkweek)

to carry on activities related to his profession. This

contribution may be things of interest to the profes-

sional that would get little attention under a market

system--that is, little would be spent on them. Thus
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to use activity analysis to determine what proportion

of total "employed" time, and hence salary, sl!lould be

assigned to what function creates an unrealistic

determination of value. The significant thing is what

functions he is paid to perform. Unfortunately, any

assignment of ratios among activities is arbitrary,

for it is based upon how the assigner sees 'responsi-

bilities or the costing results he desires to achieve.

In brief, since salary and benefits are a significant

cost component, their allocation may affect the inter-

institutional comparability of data.?

USEFULNESS OF COST FIGURES TO THE INSTITUTION

Usefulness to the Institution of Full-Cost Per Unit

of Output. How useful full-cost per unit of output

will be to the institution depends upon the use to

which they want to put them. And how they calculate

them. The real question is, how useful the data are

relative to the cost of obtaining them? For example,

it will cost an institution much more to determine
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the full cost of a lower-division math major than, the

full cost of a credit hour in math. Both of these

will cost muCh more to derive than the direct cost of

a credit-hour in math.

Let us suppose a liberal arts college has calculated

full-cost of each major. Philosophy and religion are

very high-cost. Should it eliminate majors in these

fields? The average cost figure will give them no

indication of how much money they might save, for they

will probably have to continue teaching philosophy

and religion as service courses for other majors. They

might be able to save almost nothing. Or suppose they

decide to eliminate philosophy and religion entirely.

What will be the repercussions on total enrollment- -

not just the handful of majors? There is no doubt that

offerings and enrollments are interrelated, not just

the interrelationships that appear in an Induced

Course Load Matrix. Students want to enroll where
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they can get an attractive program. They are affected

by subtle things--by impressions that a college offers

a well-rounded program. The college that follows the

dictates of cost figures may very well eliminate its

enrollment.

Conclusions With Respect to the Institution. Can we

draw any conclusions with respect to cost data for

institutional usc? (1 -ect unit costs per credit-

hour are more likely to be useful than full costs.

They will probably have to he combined with other

st cs and operating ratios. Useful statistics

include student/faculty ratios and enrollment trends by

individual faculty member ''d course type, to name a

few. These will give the basis for realloc:tinp

positions, inducing the department to change the nature

of the course offerings and the type of faculty they

hire. They can help in arriving at tenure decisions

and in selling th:se decision,. they can help also in
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shifting over from tenurable to temporary appointments.

(2) In,:remental cost analysis will also be more useful

than full-cost analysis. In fact, to base a decision

on full-cost figures without incremental net cost

analysis may get the institution into deep trouble.

It IA essential that one analyze both the revenue and

cost implications of alternative actions.

(3) Full-cost data may be most useful in making

palatable sweepIng decisions, such as the elimination

of whole departments or majors. It is not At all

certain that direct cost data could not achieve the

same ends.

(4) In conclusion it appears that less complex net

cost analyses will be more useful to the institution

than the type of costing that is likely to be imposed

upon them by Congress and by State agencies.

As to whether institutions need cost-revenue analysis

to improve operations, I would like to go on record to

say they do. But the data must he designed to fit the
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problems. I question whether we have really identified

the problems, as administrators see them, and we cer-

tainly have not determined through extensive use and

investigation how useful the data will really be.

USEFULNESS OF UNIT COST FIGURES TO GOVERNMENTAL
OUTSIDERS

As an Indicator of Inefficiency and Waste. Governmental

agencies and legislators are hopeful that unit cost

figures will tell them which programs are inefficient

or where expenditures seem excessive. The data are not

this precise. In part, this is due to the fact that

that which is being measured is not precise. A credit-

hour at one institution may not be the same as a credit-

hour at another institution, though they have the same

name. Take the simple example of a 4-1-4 schedule in

two institutions. Neither pays their faculty extra.

One gives course credit for the January term, equal

to one fourth of a regular term. The other gives no

course credit. By giving course credit, the one insti-
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tution can reduce its cost per credit by about one-

eighth.

Another problem is that that which is called by the

same name at two schools may be quite different things,

as for example, a psychology major. The mixes are

different. Does this mean the high-cost program is

inefficient or is run extravagantly? One cannot tell.

One must analyze the prk,gram and each separate cost

factor.

There are also trade-offs. A few departments in an

institution may be particularly outstanding. These

departments have a high percentage of the very high-

paid faculty in the institution. So their unit costs

are high. Does this mean they are extravagant or

inefficient? One cannot tell from the data alone.

The administrative agencies are back where they are

now. There is no substitute for knowing just what one

is buying. There is no substitute for having confidence

in the administrators.
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As a Technique for Making Their Decisions Palatable.

Public agencies, governors and lawmakers face the same

problems as institutional administrators. They are

confronted by competing claimants within the higher

education sector, as well as from other sectors.

Within the education sector there is need to make their

decisions acceptable. File decisions must not seem

arbitrary. In unit-cost data they hope to find the

rationale.

THE USE AND MISUSE OF DATA FROM THE VIEWPOINT OF
SOCIETY

Society's Interest in Efficiency. Society is, of

course, interested in efficiency. Reduction in in-

efficiency will release resources for other uses. It

is not at all clear, however, that the data collected

will really facilitate the reduction in inefficiency

and cost. The data may not be of that type. They

are not likely to he highly comparable. Thus trying

to identify real inefficiencies may be like trying to
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comb one's hair with a broom. Not highly successful.

Rut even if inefficiencies and the possibilities for

cost reduction can be identified, there is no assurance

they can or will be made. Governmental agencies and

committees operate within an environment characterized

by constraints and political considerations. It remains

to he seen hoh much data can help them in making hard

decisions and in making them stick.

Potential Drawbacks and Abuses. As Larl Cheit has

pointed out in his paper pre,:en! d at the 1973 meeting

of the American Council on iducation, there is the

danger that unit costing will reduce diversity.8

When they compete, things that can be quantified tend

to he accorded more importance than things that cannot.

Qualitative differences tend to disappear. The mean

become,, the norm]. he move closer and closer to a

society of sameness.

In brief the educational community is bus *. beginning
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to develop and use unit cost data. We do not know what

we are getting into. For example, we have not yet

studied unit cost data sufficiently to know the degree

to which erratic changes in enrollment patterns may

affect cost levels, the effect of different educational

policies and accounting practices among institutions

upon the comparability of data, and the usefulness of

unit-cost data in solving the problems to which members

of the educational community and government want to

address themselves. Estimates of aggregate cost of

data preparation by institutions are of necessity

provisional. Dysfunctional effects are bound to arise.

While we can anticipate some of the* dysfunctional

effects, we cannot identify all of them in advance,

much less measure their severity. Moreover, benefits

are ":certain. They may he more or less than we think.

For these reasons experimental work should he done with

sample groups, not individual institutions scattered

here and there, but a state system encompassing a
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significant portion of the state's public and private

institutions. Much work needs to be done and evalua-

tions made before full unit-costing is imposed on the

total population of institutions. We should take a

page from our own book. Is the dollar benefit worth

the cost? Whose benefit and whose cost? It is well to

bear in mind that in the case of public institutions,

much of the extra cost will be borne by the public

purse; some by the stucknts. In the case of private

institutions, most will he borne by their students.

Let me close now on a positive note. The potential

benefits of cost-revenue analysis are great, though

thy' analy;i. may not take the form of .'ull unit-costing.

Hopefully, from this experiment will come new procedures

and applications that will improve decision making in

and for the educational community.
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NOTES

For a definition of "management systems," see larl F.
Cheit, "The Management Systems Challenge: flow to Be
Academic Though Systematic" background paper, 56th
annual meeting of the American Council on Education,
Oct. 11, 1973, p. 7. (Page references refer to the
draft distributed at the ACL annual meeting.) Cheit
includes three elements: "(1) the full kit Of
analytical tools available for use in institutions,
(2) the related but more comprehensive techniques
designed for statewide and even national use and (3)
the -:onception of organization, not as structure, but
as process: a process of goal designation, formulation
of alternative plans, identification and selection of
the best choice, evaluation of results and continuation
of the cycle." The management information consists of
the inputs and outputs of the system. An example is
the NCHLMS system.

2Lar1 F. Cheit, op. cit. p. 29.

In the original paper presented at the second forum
of the Ldcation Commission of the States, I included
faculty in the discussion. I am not certain the
faculty point is valid, but it seems worth exploring.
In brief, sustained economic prosperity increased the
faculty view of their importance and therefore
affected their image of self. Now when the boons from
prosperity must he taken away for financial reasons,
the view of self may be threatened. This is one of
the reasons the recipients of budgetary cutbacks
often like cross-the-board reductions. They are
impersonal. They do not affect the view of self.
For these same reasons faculty may find that echan-
istic systems, such as unit costs or operating ratios,
provide a less peisonal rationale for budgetary cuts.
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4The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, Higher
Education: Who Pays? Who Benefits? Who Should Pay?,
New York, McGraw-Hill Book Company, June 1973, p. 20.

5See chapter 8 of report of the National Commission on
Financing Postsecondary Education. Because of the
great difficulty of allocating costs in multipurpose

organizations, universities will for a time, at least,
be exempted from unit-cost reporting.

6According to the recommended procedures, student
service costs are to be allocated on the basis of
student credit hours, etc; library costs on the
number of student and faculty full-time equivalents
and all other costs on the basis of direct expendi-
tures.

7There is serious question as to the accuracy of
activity analyses. Faculty reports are influenced
by administrative and institutional expectations.
There is therefore likely to be a difference between
what they really do and what they say they do. Another
problem is the difficulty of maintaining roughly
accurate activity logs over a prolonged period.
Faculty usually do not go to this trouble. They wing
it. When winging it, time allocations are influenced
by their perceptions and recollections. These are
very imperfect for costing purposes.

8For an excellent discussion of other implications of
management systems, sec Earl F. Cheit, op. cit.
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NEW DEMANDS BY GOVERNMENT FOR MORE

INFORMATION FROM POz,FSECONDARY EDUCATION)

Robert C. Andringa
Minority Staff Director

Committee on Education and Labor
U. S. House of Representatives

One of the greatest teachers the world has known often

used parables to demonstrate some important dimension

of human behavior. I have rewritten a sort of parable

so many times to keep it current that I finally gave

up. But it still communicates a point about the

public's interest in information.

Once, in a prominent city, there was a big

Housc of Education surrounded by beautiful

gardens. People began to question how this

House of Education was carrying out the

public trust. It was discovered that the

occupants of this House had in their pos-

session certain computer tapes containing
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important information about the management

of their programs. The taxpayers felt, in

the name of accountability, that these tapes

should be released. The head of this House

of Education, however, continually refused

to release the tapes, proclaiming that some

traditional concept of educational privilege

prevented him from disclosing such things.

The legal issues were fought out in the

courts for years and years. But the people

had long since lost a certain amount of faith

in the occupants of that big House. And the

support of the people to maintain that House

of Education declined.

It is true, isn't it, that the public often makes up

its mind more on what it perceives to be right, regard-

less of historical precedent, legal argument and even

hard fact to the contrary? In our society, elaborate
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public relations operations costing literally billions

of dollars are implemented to help shape people's

perceptions.

We seem now to be in a period when the public perceives

that higher education is costing more than it is worth

. that most colleges are poorly managed...that most

leaders in higher education are not interested in using
-..,

the best available techniques to understand the

economics of their institutions...and that those

institutions that do have financial information are

reluctant to make it available to people who think they

have a right to t.ee it. This resistance to what the

public thinks it should know only fuels the demands,

even unrealistic demands, for more information.

I cannot explain all the reasons people have these

perceptions. I sometimes wish I did not have to repeat

them in a speech, because that in itself perpetuates

the view. But I must say that, allowing for several
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exceptions, there is little information to prove 'these

perceptions wrong.

Congress and state legislatures, regardless of wha

else they are, are fairly good mirrors of what the

general public nerceives. So it is not surprising that

elected represLnta-ives of American taxpayers are

asking more and more questions about the management

of the education enterprise they support.

As you know, most of the hard work in legislatures

carried out by committees 3f elected representatives

who develop a fair degree of expertise in their

assigned areas over the years. Althoue'legislators

on education committees are influenced to some degree

by the public's perceptions of education at any given

time, they are influenced much more by what the outside

experts--in most cases professional educators--can or

cannot provide to them in response to rather specific

questions. Those of you who have been called upon by
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state legislative committees, budget agencies or the

Congress know that the questions ere getting tougher

and more detailed.

We have not had enough information about educational

institutions, generally, to determine relative needs

among a whole host of social programs. When Congress

was told it had to respond to a financial crisis in

higher education during 1970-71, there was almost no

data to substantiate the claim. No can we now tell

precisely how the situation has changed, if it has. We\

could not find out how much more it costs to educate

an upper-division student than a lower-division student,

when some suggested that an institutional aid formula

should be based on such cost differentials. We do not

know how h.ich more remedial programs o- vocational

programs cost than general education piw4rams at the

same level. More importantly, we cannot find data that

would indicate how more dollars can or even should
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produce better learning.... And so legislators are

forced all too often to make decisions based on un-

substantiated perceptions.

As one who has been deeply involved in this process for

the past four and one-half years, I can see no direction

but toward more requests for more and more sophisticated

information.

To be useful at the state any federal levels, the

government will most certainly adopt procedures to

allow for some basic comparisons among categories of

similar ilistitutions and programs.

At the national level, especially, it is easy to detect

at least three general reasons for making these pre-

dictions.

First, the problem of scarce resources. There has been

an almost unbelievable proliferation of federal domes-

tic programs since the early 1960s. Not enough people
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are willing to raise taxes to support the inflated

promises of newly authorized programs. So hundreds and

icireds of interest groups spring up around the over

1,000 separate federal programs to compete for the next

federal buck. Most of the federal budget is locked in

before the debate begins. In 1967, approximately 40

per cent of the budget was discretionary. Today, only

about 25 per cent is available for discretionary

purposes. Since almost all education programs compete

for this discretionary money, legislators who want

additional funds for education believe they eau -makC

more convincing arguments on the institutional behalf

if they have better data.

A second incentive for seeking better data is the

difficulty of allocating the total dollar amount finally

available for postsecondary education among the 350-

plus separate federal programs affecting postsecondary

institutions. Roughly vedking, $9 billion of the total
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bill for postsecondary education comes from the

federal government. But there is sufficient authority

to spend perhaps as much as $18 pr $20 billion. Which

programs should get how much? That question demands not

only more information about the effectiveness of indi-

vidual federal programs, but a much better idea of the

most pressing financial needs in various institutions

to which these federal programs are directed. Both

conservative and liberal spenders join in seeking this

kind of information.

A third general reason for interest in better informa-

tion systems is what might be termed a growing federal

attitude of in loco parentis. It is argued that

requi7ing institutions to produce new kinds of compar-

able financial data will really help them achieve a

higher state of excellence, one which they might be

incapable of or unwilling to achieve on their own.

That this attitude is alive and thriving on Capitol
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Hill should be no surprise to anyone. Sparked in large

part by the liberal humanism of academia, the federal

government is applying the "general welfare" clause of

the Constitution to almost every major activity of the

body politic.

Did the intellectual community whicn first held the

magnifying glass over tax inequities, industrial pol-

luters, excessive defense expenditures and racial

discrimination believe their own campus strongholds

would forever escape similar scrutiny?

The same government planners and decisionmakers who

create truth in lending, consumer protection, campaign

fair practices and safe streets legislation should not

surprise the academic community when they create some-

thing like the "Public Disclosure of Financial Informa-

tion in Postsecondary Education Act."

These products of the in loco parentis philosophy will
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continue so long as the code words of "consumerism"

and "public accountability" win votes.

Although there will be many new legislative decisions

related to this information issue, let me remind you

of what is already in federal law.

First, Congress has given the U. S. Office of Education

the general mandate to "collect statistics and facts

showing the condition and progress of education in the

United States and to disseminate such information

respecting the organization and management of schools

and school systems...".

Most of us feel that this effort--represented mainly by

the Higher Education General Information Survey (IIEGIS)

data in higher education--is too little, too late and

often in a form of minimal use to policy planners.

Next, Congress has for many years given the commissioner

of education additional data-gathering authority under
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most categorical programs. The exact words vary from

program to program, but legislative drafters have come

to view these provisions as part of the "boilerplate"

for any new bill. Generally, the commissioner is

entitled to require of applicants whatever information

or procedures he thinks necessary to protect the finan-

cial interests of the government, to ensure the proper

disbursement and accounting of funds or to otherwise

carry out the purposes of the program.

The exact meaning of these provisions of law for an

individual institution is usually spelled out in pro-

gram regulations. Sometimes, having given the commis-

sioner this general authority, individual congressrP1

will complain about the specific information USO

requires. But such protests are usually because a

congressman believes USOE will use the information to

slant a program in a way that the congressman disagrees

with. It is seldom a question whether USOE has the

right to seek information, per se.
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In some programs, both the law and subsequent regula-

tions ask for rather specific financial inZormation.

Title III of the Higher Education Act, the Program for

Developing Institutions-, is a good example. Here it is

more important to understand the relative financial

condition of one applicant institution against the

others. Comparable cost per-student data would be

helpful, but is not now available.

As you know, the Education Amendments of 1972 authorized

a new program of general aid to all institutions. If

and when this program gets funded, the demands for

comparable cost data among various types of institutions

will increase substantially. We had very little infor-

mation on which to make judgments in developing the

formula for this program.

Those who watched the two-year battle over this issue

realize that most members of Congress are not willing

to put money for higher education on the stump and run!
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They want a formula related to some purpose and one

that reflects the financial facts of life in higher

education.

The 1972 amendments also authorized a program to Lo-

vide emergency aid to institutions in financial distress.

I would like to read one provision of this part of the

1972 amendments to demonstrate the conditions Congress

set down for any institution asking the government to

bail it out of its financial crisis. Some of you will

be glad this program has not been funded! The provi-

sion reads:

"(C) An application shall he approved under this

subsection only if it includes such information,

terms and conditions as the commissioner finds

necessary and reasonable to enable him to carry

out his functions under this section, and as he

determines will he in the financial interest of

the United States, and the applicant agrees--
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(i) to disclose such financial information as

the commissioner determines to be necessary

to determine the sources or causes of its

financial distress and other information

relating to its use of its financial resources;

(ii) to conduct a comprehensive cost analysis

study of its operation, including income-cost

comparisons and cost per credit hour of

instruction for each department, in accordance

with uniform standards pre',,ribed by the

commissioner; and

(iii) to consider, and either implement or

give adegmte reasons in writing for not doing

so, any financial or operational reform

recommended 4..the commissioner for the

improvement of its financial condition."

Yet another creation of last year's legislation is the

National Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary

Education.2 You know, I am sure, teat Congress man-
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dated the national commission to suggest "national

uniform standards for determining the annual per-student

costs of providing postsecondary education for students

in attendance at various types and classes of institu-

tions of higher education."

That requirement alone has caused more than enough

anxiety in the education community. What you might not

remember is that the Senate- passed bill not only

required the commissioner of education to prescribe

national uniform standards, but would have placed as

a condition for receiving any federal aid under the

Higher Education Act the submission of cost-of-education

data determined in accordance with such standards.

While many members of the House-Senate Conference

Committee were ready to accept that language, it was

finally agreed to wart a year or so to evaluate pro-

posed national uniform standards before requiring their

use.
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This, then, is some of what Congress has agreed to in

the past. The implementation of these authorities has

been carried out with a considerable amount of

restraint, compared to what the commissioner could do

if he so chose.

I do not believe the mood of key members of the House

and Senate education committees has changed on these

matters over the past year or two. Indeed, /./hen I

checked just recently with a few congress*, the

responses were almost identical. One said without

hesitation that--and I quote--"if the higher education

community doesn't have better financial information

the next time around there will be hell to pay." The

"next time around" means the congressional hearings

prior to the expiration of the Higher Education Act

on June 30, 1975.

It is hard to predict just what new directions the

Congress will take on these issues. I do believe that
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the reporting requirements will be much stricter for

programs of aid to institutions than for programs of

assistance to students.

In spite of all this, I can assure you that no one I
'ft s....2.

know in the Congress is asking for better cost analysis
I

data to exert federal control over higher education.

The motive, rather, is to improve planning and to find

better means of justifying the expenditure of additional

public monies.

We understand and appreciate the anxiety on the patl of

many in higher education. Will these increasing '

demands for information cause additional burdens on

institutions? Of course they will. But we beliee the

present lack of sufficient financial information will

result in poorer public policy decisions than will

more information.

I would be less than honest if I did not admit to some

personal uneasiness about the direction we are moving



and the pace of that movement. It is most important

that we keep our interes; here in the proper perspec-

tive. Finding ways to .1:latyze c,, credit hour,

or costper-degree, or any other cost figures will not

make or break postsecondary education in America. We

believe, however, that it will make a significant

contribution to the total enterpris.

As helpful as these new information techniques will be,

there are many more important questions to face in the

near future. We must more clearly define the purposes

of postsecondary educational opportunities-. We must

find new ways to facilitate learninv, among new kinds of

students. We need to sort out areas of responsibilit;

among the variou, public ard private sources of finan-

cial assistance. The differentiation of roles in the

governance of postsecondary education needs clarifica-

tion.

In all of this, management techniques and costing
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standai s must be the servants of decisionmakers, not

the master. If I had to choose between good judgment

and good information systems, I would choose good

judgment every time. But we should be able to have

both, and one should contribute to the other.

What are some other dangers in moving toward greater

information-based planning that should concern all of

us? First, there will be a temptation for state and

federal officials to require the general application

of new techniques and procedures before they are fully

developed and before each campus has administrators

trained in their use. I personally believe the state

of- the -dirt will develop more quickly, with fewer

undesired consequences, under the carrot approach

rather than the stick. This can be achieved to the

degree public funders perceive that the academic

community is working to answer the difficult questions

in this area rather than resisting or ignoring them.
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Second, we must beware of creating a separate profes-

sional subgroup within education that intimidates the

rest of us with their jargon and technical expertise.

We will need to train a new breed of systems analysts

for education, but decisions about the purposes, design

and evaluation of their systems must involve the

generalists.

What we do not need is another narrow guild, listed

as number 192 on the academic roll call (or would it

be . ..) that runs off alone in pursuit of its own

professional ego needs. Rather, we need good team

players who see their fancy computer:, as tools to he

used in achieving the higher goals of a learning

society.

A third danger of which we should be aware is the

tendency to give more credibility to numbers than to

logic spelled out in everyday prose. We hi.-e all seen

administrators, newspapers, legislative committees and
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the general public get hung up on specific numbers

without any understanding of the assumptions and

estimates that might he behind them.

There is a special obligation on anyone presenting cost

data or other information to make crystal clear what

that data say ant' do not say, and with what degree of

accuracy. It will he all too easy to take advantage

of ht' v laymen in the legislature by giving them fancy

charts ant_ graphs without explaining the limitations of

such data.

Finally, we must not allow our interest in analyzing

inputs overshadow the gr,..ater ii,cd to relate input

measures to educational achievement. It is really cost

effectiveness we are after in the end, not simply cost

analysis. When we can get a better handle on this, we

can begin to move beyond our current perceptions and

traditional myths.
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Who knows what we will find? Perhaps we will discover

about education what one car shopper decided about his

transportation needs... 'tha:- a Porsche is nothing

more than a Volkswagen without the stigma of low cost."

So let us approach this new interest in information

with open minds, a balanced perspective of what we are

about and a genuine spirit of cooperation.

/
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NOTES

'Delivered at the 2nd National Forum on New Planning
and Management Practices in Pcstsecondary Education,
Chicago, Ill., Nov. 16, 1973. Will be published
along with other -:onference proceedings by the spon-
sors of the forum.

2
For status report, see Part III, p.
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THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE LIVLS

OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Martin Trow, P-ofessor
Graduate School of Public Policy

University of California at Berkeley

The design of data systems for postsecondary education

is intimately related to the uses to which the infor-

mation that flows through that system is to be put.

Data are the life blood of new forms of rationalized

manage Jilt being applied to institutions and systems

of postsecondary education, and these in turn are the

instruments for a new and larger role for public

authorities in the assessment and direction of public

higher education. Therefore, we cannot divorce a

discussion of data systems from the relation between

postsecondary education and the state.

Institutions and the State

In my view, he central problem in the movement
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toward universal access to postsecondary education

lies precisely here, in the relation of our public

colleges and universities with the state. The prob-

lem--really a set of interlocking dilemmas involves

the effect of expansion and broader access on courses

and on academic standards; tt involves institutional

autonomy and diversity as these are affected by

central pIL.nning and coordination and the demands for

greater accountability and efficiency in the use of

resources; it touches on the equality and inequality

of institutions and on pressures on public agencies to

reduce those inequalities by leveling up or down. It

is here, at the interface between the Institutions of

teaching and learning and the organs of the state, that

the most important and difficult policy questions arise.

r-owth

It lies then. Fost obviously because of the enormous

growth of t he sy--,t em, of post secondary education over
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the past decade or two and because of their costs. It

is hardly necessary to document the growth in size and

cost of these systems) At the came time as post-

secondary educatiot has become much larger and more

costly, it has also greatly expanded the variety of

functions it performs for its student body and for the

society at large. The enormous increase in cost

creates demand for greater accountability by the insti-

tutions of higher education to the public agencies

which in most countries supply the greater part of

their support. Increasingly, ministries and legis-

latures want to know how higher education is using its

growing budgets, and whether in fact, it is using them

in the "public interest' and in some sense of the

wordrrelatively "efficiently." And the increasing

variety of functions performed by higher education

makes their performance of direct concern to public

bodies. Governments want to be sure that higher

education training the right number and kinds o;
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peopl,. for a developing economy. It wants to know

that colleges and universities are contributing to

social justice by expanding access to groups and

classes heretofore largely exclUded from postsecondary

education. It nts to know that they are doing

research that will he useful to industry, to health, to

environmental protection, to national defense or what-

ever the government of the day is concerned about. In

Some places, governmental agencies are beco.ling con-

cerned that universities are devoting too much of their

attention to research and not enough to the education

of their undergraduates. In any event, the growth in

the size and cost of postsecondary education and its

growing importance for a wide range of public activities

and policies leads governments to take an increasingly

strong interest in hew postsecondary'education is

spending its money, and :_, in fact, it is doing with

it.
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From Interest to Influence

Almost inevitably, that interest is followed by

governmental efforts to influence what the institutions

of postsecondary education do. So far as these efforts

are successful, the freedom and autonomy of post-

secondary education to do as its members wish is

constrained by decisions made externally. The autonomy

of higher education is, of course, nowhere absolute

and varies both formally and informally greatly in

different countrir and between different kinds of

institutions in the same country. But in almost all

industrial societies there is under way a broad move-

ment toward grea4r central political direction of the

development of higher education, arising out of the

growing cost and increased relevance of higher education

for many areas of national life. In a sense, post-

secondary education has beLome too important and too

costly to he left to professors and educators alone.
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So this questionof the right relations between state

,6
agencies and Litt institutions of post econdary educa-

tionbecomes especially salient during the phases of

transition from elite to mass and from mass to

universal access systems of higher education, periods

when so many traditional forms and arrangements are

coming into question 2 Put slightly differently, the

question ,becomes: hol% can the legitimate concerns of

the publik. regarding the cost, efficiency and expanded

functions of higher education he reconciled with the

freedom of colleges and universities to maintain their

own integrity as institutions committed to teaching

and learning''

Relations between government and higher education are

increasingly more formal and reflect greater differ-

ences between the parties; they are carried on by people

who do not ilw,:ys share the same values and unspoken

assumptions regarding the nature and direction of higher
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education. Under these conditions of more formal and

distant relations, the state is more likely to assert

its conception of the public interest in postsecondary

education as against what is increasingly perceived as

the special interests of the senior professors in their

elite universities.

Academic autonomies ultimately rent on a shared belief

in the special expertise of toe prOfessoriate, in their

knowing more about the conditions necessary for teich-
)

\

ing and learning than anyone outside the university.

In a narrow sense it may still he assumed that profes-

sors know more about teaching and research in their

subjects than anyone else (though even that assumption

is. increasingly questioned). But it is by no means

accepted by politicians and civil servants that pro-

fessorial expertise extends to such quclstions as who

\should have access to their instttutions, or that

academics cal. strike, on their own, 'he right balance'
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between basic and applied research, or provide solu-

tions to the problems associated with continuing educa-

tion or the development of new structures of post-

secondary education. In these new areas of academic

decision--areas associated with the move toward mass

and universal access to higher education--expertise as

well as ultimate authority comes to rest (or is thought

to rest) in the government departments and legislative

bodies that bear the responsibility for solving these

problems and for financing solutions. The expansion of

the functions of higher education inevitably determines

and almost always narrows the realm of professorial

expertise and strengthens the role of central decisior-

making bodies whose responsibilities are to make the

system serve the state or pat ion rather than the pro-

fessors and their disciplines. It is not so much that

the formal responsibilities of 3tate agencies of higher

education change (though tha', may happen too). It is

that as we move toward universal higher education, a
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variety of policy issues aris,_, that force state

agencies into a much more active', one might say inter-

ventionist, role. They assume that role--indeed, there

is no one else to do it. But that itself has conse-

quences for the future of our systems.

Postsecondary education has grown in size, in social

impact and in cost. That alone would lead to more

'state intervention. But in addition, this growth

has occurred disproportionately in nonuniversity, or

nonelite forms of postsecondary education: in state

colleges, in junior colleges, in open-access institu-

tions and in the future, increasingly, in "second-

chance" institutions like New York's Empire State

College, or other forms of continuing education for

adults. In the creation of new sectors of post-

secundary education, state agencies and not universi-

ties play the decisive role. Moreover, since these

new institutions are meant precisely to meet the needs
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of society that are not met by the universities,

governmental bodies are more likely to keep their

development under close scrutiny, to see that they do

in fact meet "social needs" and not begin to drift,

through th elation and status ambition, toward univer-

sity models; do not begin to restrict access, narrow

their curriculum, raise their standards, support

programs of basic research and sever their ties with

community and industry. In these new or transformed

institutions of mass education or universal access, it

is argued that institutional autonomy must be carefully

restricted in order to insure thdi these places per-

form the functions for which they were created and not

fall into the orbits and styles of the older presti-

gious universities.

Societal Changes

I have suggested that the growth in the scope and the

functions of postsecondary education increases the role

of nonacademic authorities in the decisions about what
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goes on in educational institutions. But other forces

have been at work to undermine the autonomy of higher

education. For one thing, there are many more people

in the society who have had some postsecondary education

and who therefore feel that they have a right to have

views about it. One can see this clearly by contrast

with European countries, where tiny proportions of the

population have ever been to postsecondary institu-

tions, and where decisions about that sector are still

left very much in the hands of a small elite, sub-

stantially insulated from public opinion.

But the democratization of higher education has had

another and perhaps more important effect. It has

broken the near-monopoly of the leading state univer-

sities on the higher education of the state legisla-

tors and, to an increasing extent, of the professionals

in state government. A growing number of people in

state government who make decisions about postsecondary
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education are graduates of the state colleges or of

university campuses other than the leading state

university. These men and women are not quite so

respectful of the leading state university and of its

claims bock to resource3 and autonomy. They went to

institutions that got by on less (and often resented

it) and which also were accustomed to a good deal

more direct state intervention and control. As these

people come to positions of influence and authority,

they often do not see why the leading research

university might not also profit from closer public

scrutiny and perhaps also from a smaller differential

advantage in per-capita support both for instruction

and research.

The leading state universities, their professors and

administrators also suffered in public esteem during

the student uprisings of the late sixties. And iron-

ically, during those years the universities became the
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targets of hostilities both from Right and from Left:

from the Right for their allowing and ildeed even

encouraging political protests on campus; while from

the Left they were increasingly challenged as elitist

institutions, whose patterns of admission and recruit-

ment, and whose stubborn defense of traditional acade-

mic standards, tended to favor privileged groups in

society and, so it was charged, discriminated against

the poor and minorities.

These feelings have in many state legislatures led to

an odd kind of coalition, a coalition of conservatives

and liberals who agree, if not on what the character

of higher education should be, then at least on the

principle that the state or "the people" should have

more to say about the functions and management of the

public colleges and universities. And that informal

coalition--perhaps reflecting no more than a shared

mistrust of the academic community--provides the
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necessary political base on which the new forms of

rationalized management can make their claims for a

larger measure of state intervention into the operation

of postsecondary institutions.

The Hidden Benefits of Higher Education

I do not think that I need to say much about these new

and powerful forms of organizational and program

management. The emergence during World War II of

systems analysis, the development of new analytical

tools in microeconomics, the development of program

budgeting, benefit cost analysis and policy analysis

and the emergence of new conceptions of accountability

have all transformed the field of public administra-

tion and have given public authorities powerful tools

for the more direct assessment and evaluation of public

programs. While I have few illusions about how much

all of this can yet contribute to wiser and more
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effective public programs, f also believe that this

movement can, and will in the future, make enormously

useful contributions to the creation and administration

of public policies. But while I do not doubt the

potential strength and applicability of these new

perspectives, I am equally concerned with clarifying

their limitations. If we think for a moment just of

cost benefit analysis, we know that inherent in this

exercise is a statement of what a program or institu-

tion aims to achieve, what its own goals are and what

benefits to its clients or to the state or to society

it hopes to produce. And it is against those inten-

tions that we try to assess the program: does it in

fact achieve these ends, produce these benefits and

at what costs? And by appropriate analysis of inputs,

outputs and of the process that link those means and

ends, we try to improve the efficiency and productivi-

ty of the program, or replace it by other programs that

can achieve those ends more efficiently:,
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Problems With Benefits

Now I hope I will not be accused of a blind defense

of the status quo if I suggest that there are very

great difficulties in the application of this model

to postsecondary education. The difficulties arc

clearest, though by no means confined, to the assess-

ment of the "outcomes" or "benefits" of higher

education. These "outcomes" take many forms, but their

systematic study is almost wholly confined to what can

be learned of the impact of college on students. But

the effects of "impacts" of the college experience on

individual students is enormously difficult to assess

for at least three reasons:

First, many of the gains of the college experience

may not reveal themselves for many years after gradua-

tion, and indeed can only be understood in terms of

the whole life and career of a college or university

graduate. Efforts, of course, have been made to
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m3asure the increment of lifetime income that might be

attributable to postsecondary education. But there

are serious problems in trying to assess the effective-

ness of current programs of education by trying to

predict the incremental lifetime income of students

now in college on the basis of extrapolations from

data on the incomes of people who graduated 10, 20, 30

or 40 years ago. The whole context in which present

graduates will be entering the occupational structure

and carrying on their career will be quite different

from that in which graduates of the much smaller

systems of higher education of the past came into the

occupational structures of their own times. While

some of the differences may be estimated, the unpre-

dictabilities and contingencies in such long-range

forecasting of economic development are very great

indeed.

Second, quite apart from the delay in their appearance,

the effects of higher education may be very subtle and
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difficult to measure: effects on mind, character,

sensibility, competence, horizons and ambitions- -

effects, that is to say, on the whole, range of moral,

emotional and intellectual skills and qualities that a

person takes with him into his adult life. Moreover,

many of these effects, difficult to asess at any

time, only show themselves in the individual's life

dna action long after he has left college.

Third, apart from delay and difficulty of measurement,

it is extremely risky to disentanie the specific

effects of the college experience from all the other

influences in a person's life: his early life

experience, his family relationships and his friends,

his social origins and advantages, etc., etc.--forces

which shape the very same qualities that colleges and

universities also try to influence. In the face of

these difficulties, efforts to rationalize adminis-

tration by close measurement of "college outputs"
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ordinarily disregard the difficulties and measure the

short -term measurable.

But over and above these considerations there is

another set of equal weight and importance. I think

it is fair to say that in most efforts to measure

college and university "outputs," these are seen

solely as packets of gains attaching to individual

students and graduates as a result of their exposure

to higher education. And the sum total of the

"benefits" of higher education, in this conception,

is merely the aggregate of these individual gains.3

But this is a very partial, a very limited view of the

contribution of higher education to social life. Let

me suggest some other consequences--surely effects of

the greatest importance--that utterly escape the net

of cost-benefit analysis.

Society Benefits From Postsecondary Education

One example of gains to a society that transcends the



gains to individuals attending colleges or university

is the evidence that higher education increases_the

tolerance of Citizens for unpopular political views

and decreases the racial prejudice and bigotry that

have been such a powerful force for ill in American

political and social life. There is considerable

evidence on both these matters. And indeed, somewhat

more speculatively (and in this area it Is necessary

to be somewhat speculative) it can be argued that the

very great decline in prejudice against American

Negroes in the past several decades, and the readiness

to support legislation to affirm their equal rights

before the courts, in the political process and in

various areas of social and educational life have in

part been the result of the widespread expansion of

higher education during just these decades. There

have been many who have predicted a white backlash

against the gains of blacks in many areas of American

life. But if the backlash has not been more widespread
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and serious, it may well be because higher education

has been systematically urdermining the foundations

of racial prejudice and misinformation on which such a

backlash could be founded and sustained. If that is

'
the case, then the extension of higher education has

made a contribution to the national life beyond al

its presumed economic benefits; it may indeed have

enabled the country to hold together during our

enormous racial revolution.4

I mention this only because it is only one of a large

class of "externalities"--of consequences of higher

education to other than the participaLts that are not

ordinarily taken as "outcomes" to he measured and taken

into account in assessing the productivity of institu-

tions or s-stems Another example is the impact of
..,

colleges and universities on the cultural and political

lives of the cities and communities in which they are

situated. And still another is the impact of mass

higher education on public administration in the United
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States. Again, We-can see this more clearly overseas

where, by contrast, people in the lower and middle

level5, of public bureaucracies who are, for the most

pa, graduates of universities, have very little

initiative in the creation or review of public pro-

grams and policies. Compare that with the energetic

andlively young enthusiasts in the new departments of

policy analysis and program review in our state and

federal agencies. Their present, and even more impor-

tant, their future impact on public administration, I'm

afraid, will not be adequately reflected in their life-

time incomez,, nor counted in the benefits of higher

education. And yet, I suspect that mass higher

education plays a very large part in the ability of

low- and middle-level bureaucrats, in both public and

private organizations, to feel able and comOotent

to make judgments and tale initiatives on important

public is:,ues. While that fact is troublesome for the

moment for our public colleges and universities, it is,
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I suspect, on balance a positive force in American

political and economic life.

There are, of course, analysts who will concede much

of what I have said and reply that the effort they

make in the assessment of the outputs of higher educa-

tion is worth pursuing and the data they gather worth

using even if defective or incomplete. As one analyst

in California put it, "bad data is better than no

data." In some contexts, however, that slogan trans-

lates as "misinformation is better than no information."

There is another metaphor that is used to justify

incomplete or inadequate data in this area, the image

of the visible part of the iceberg as it serves to

suggest what lies below. But in icebergs, the mass of

what is visible bears a fixed relation to what lies

below the surface, a condition not met in the relation

of the measurable and immeasurable "outputs" of post-

secondary education.
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So I think that we must re-examine, and re-examine very

critically, the assumption that the same kinds of public

program assessments and reviews, using these new tools

of rationalized management that seem so powerful when

applied to highways, corrections, health care and wel-

fare, are applicable, without fundamental rethinking

and reformulation, to the systems and institutions of

postsecondary education as wel1.5

The Public or Private Life of Higher Education

One way to think about the relation between public

authorities and higher education is in terms of the

distinction between the public and the private life of

our colleges and universities. The public life of

.

higher educat on comprises all the plans and decisions

that involve others besides teachers and students. It

takes in all those discussions of the finance and or-

ganization and structure of higher education, hearings

of legisIzttive committees, the work'of coordinating



commissions and state departments of higher educa-

tion, and so forth. By far the greatest part of what

is said in print about higher education is directed

toward its public life and toward decisions that in-

volve other agencies outside the colleges and univer-

sities--decisions about the size of the system, its

costs, governance and the like.

The private life of education is what actually happens

in the classrooms, the libraries, the laboratories, at

the desks and in the offices--the moment-by-moment, day-

to-day activities and interactions of teaching and

learning, of teachers and learners.

There are, of course, connections between these spheres,

between the public and the private life of higher

educatien.6 Those connections are rarely direct and

almost always more complicated than public discussions

might suggest. For example, statesmen of science and

congressmen debate national science policy, the pro-
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fessional and semiprofessional journals -arry stories

and editorials about the proper funding of science and

the best ways of administering those funds. These

questions capture, and rightly so, the attention and

concern of many. But it is not at all clear that the

direct impact of these decisions out alternative

levels of funding, or the forms of organization of

federal funding agencies, have on the actual business

of gaining new knowledge in scientific fields. It is

likely that the generous funding of scientific research

after World War II played a major role in the explosion

of knowledge in the United States and in the rise to

pre-eminence of American scientific disciplines in the

world community.

But with respect to many smaller decisions--for example

abdat the funding formulas for state-supported research

or for graduate education in a :,,ate institution-

the link between the size and character of that support,
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and the work of a research-oriented graduate depart-

ment, is not nearly so clear. That uncertainty allows
A

decisions to be made by public authorities without

close attention to their real consequences for the

private life of universities.

But I would suggest that it is important, and increas-

ingly important the more the state intervenes in-higher

education, to ask what is the right relation between

the public and the private lives of higher education?

More specifically, what decisions are appropriate to

the sphere of public authority and what decisions

should remain within the colleges and universities

themselves? There is no more important question in the

relation of higher education to the state today.

It is not possible here to explore this very large and

difficult question in detail. But it is possible to

see and identify some areas of the private life of

higher education which have been drawn into the realm



of public decision making. We might call these

examples of the pathology of the public life of

higher education.? These issues are characteristically

marked by a lack of wisdom in action and by cant in

discussion. For example, there is the issue of space

use within colleges .nd universities. There is a good

deal of discussion about how space could be or should

be used more efficiently. But the concept of effi-

ciency in space use is ordinarily developed without

regard for the actual, and not merely the nomirnal, use

to-ihich academic space is put.

There is much talk about good and bad teaching and,

in some places, legislative or administrative decisions

about the number of "contact hours" that academic men

ought to put in their classrooms. These discussions,

usually marked by a punitive tone, almost invariably

neglect the question of the appropriateness of

different forms of instruction in different subjects

and levels of teaching.



There is much conventional wisdom about student

attrition; it is customarily seen as a waste of public

resources and an indication of academic failure of

some kind or other. There is little recognition of the

nature of either graduate or undergraduate instruction

or of the price that is paid in the quality of instruc-

tion in some institutions and in someldepartments for

retaining students who are unwilling or unable to meet

the requirements of that program.

There is a common wisdom about the proliferation of

courses and duplication of academic activities and the

supposed inefficiencies therein.

There is much said outside the academy about the right)

relations of research and teaching, little of it re-

flecting a detailed sense of the variable relationship

of those core activities in different subjects and

fields.
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In brief, in all these areas--space use, the amount

and quality of teaching, student attrition, the pro-

liferation of courses and relation of research and

teaching--and in many other areas as well, the public

debates and external decisions about the central

elements of the private life of higher education are,

I believe, on balance mostly harmful. The discussions

of these subjects and the decisions arising out of

them, carried on by people who are not directly

involved in the private life of colleges and univer-

sities, are conducted on a level that necessarily

neglects the wide diversity in academic life and are

informed mote by ideologies and prejudice than by

information. They do not arise out of a close scrutiny

and detailed knowledge of the enterprise and therefore

cannot reflect the uniqueness and particularity of the

teaching and learning processes. We see here the

application to higher education of a mode of public

intervention that is perhaps appropriate to other
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'
activities and services of public agencies without

awareness that no other public institution or service

is characterized by the order of internal differentia-

tion of higher education or by its stubborn resistance

to being reduced to standardized practices.

Does Academic Innovation "lean Progress?

A good example of this can be seen in public discussions

about academic "innovation." I believe that the greater

part of the talk about "innovation" and "reform" of

higher education is merely a public relations exercise

and has nothing to do with anything substantial or

important. Colleges and universities undergo constant

reform and innovation as they change the map of

knowledge and their forms of instruction. For the most

part, these activities--at the heart of the private

life of colleges and universities- -are invisible to

anyone not taking pant in them and are carried on

without benvfit of highly publicized grant,; or institu-
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tionalized offices. Every academic subject that I

know has been transformed since World War II-in its

conception of itself or in the way it deals with its

subject matter. But these enormously important changes

and "innovations" in teaching and learning are rarely

visible outside the classroom or discipline. By con-

trast, I suspect that the more expensive and widely

publicized an academic reform or innovation is, the less

significant and consequential it is likely to be. When

innovations are introduced with much fanfare, they are

so primarily to persuade outsiders who are unable to

understand the significance in the changes in knowledge

and the modes of instruction that are important but

less visible. The well-publicized innovation demon-

strates that an institution is being modern and is

responding "flexibly" to new "needs."

It is not ordinarily recognized, especially among

American critics of American higher education, that
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our system is, on the whole, extremely innovative and

responsive to new demands both from within and outside

the academy. But anyone who studies English or

Continental systems of higher education cannot but be

impressed by how genuinely innovative we are. One

difficulty is that we tend not to label as "innovative"

the greater part of the new things we do--for example,

those things done in departments without much fanfare

or cost. Indeed, it is ironic that an innovation is

not usually an "innovation" unless it is carried out

by some officer or committee with that title.

One appeal of big, expensive innovations over many

small invisible ones is that the former can be managed

and planned for. Small, spontaneous changes, as they

accumulate, can be troubling to an academic plan or

budget. They come over time to generate demands on

resources, or to affect recruitment or retention.
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Spontaneity is trc ling to planning and to rationalized

management, though it has the closest connection to

creativity, both in teaching and in learning. And

here is a central dilemma of modern higher education.

The trouble, of course, is that this line of argument,

about spontaneity and creativity, which is a powerful

argument for institutional autonomy and its discre-

tionary use of resources, is also conveniently used by

academics to justify old practices and privileges that

cannot be justified by their fruits in creative teach-

ing and learning. The awkward thing here Is that the

argument that links institutional autonomy and a high

degree of discretion over the use of its resources to

the creative spontaneity of its members is both true

anu abused. It is true that where an academic man or

woman is genuiriely alive and creative, either in

contributing to knowledge or in fresh and effective

teaching, it is the discret,qnary resources that are

absolutely crucial to him--resources that he cannot
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yet justify by pointing to their outcomes and hasn't

the energy or temperament to justify to managers

through proposals that translate what he really wants

or hopes to do into a language that they can under-

stand and justify to their superiors. 3ut the central

difficulty is that outsiders, for example people in

state finance departments, have great difficulty in

knowing the genuinely creative academic from the sham

who look:: and talks just like him. And the outsider

may not even be able to tell the difference after the

resources have been spent, since it is hard to know,

and even harder to measure, what constitutes "success"

in many forms of academic work. So skepticism about

the claims of "creativity" and the need for autonomy

grow.

Moreover, the whole of a big sy.)cem of postsecondary

education cannot be managed as casually and permis-

sively as a relatively small elite university.

Central administration of complex systems tends to make

1c;00
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for more "equitable"--i.e., standardized--treatment

of the component parts.7 Thus, it is increasingly

difficult to justify or to maintain different funding

formulas and management practices as between different

sectors of public higher education. So the funding

formulas that are developed to exert high external

influence on expenditures in the "ordinary" institu-

tions that make little claim to creativity come

inevitably to be applied to those that both claim and

even achieve creativity in teaching and research. The

development of funding and review formulas for

differelt sectors is, in fact, attempted by public

officials
\

who recognize that differences exist. Bu,

these differences in our time are under the greatest

pressures from public norms of equitable treatment,

from bureaucratic preferences for standardized

treatment and from the egalitarian spirit that sees

all differences as inequalities, and all inequalities

as inequities. How then can any differences be



L

sustained as between institutions or subjects in the

face of these powerful leveling forces? Part of the

answer lies in had or inadequate data.

Is Obscurity Bad?

A good deal of what has made great universities really

creative has been a function of bad data collection.

Much of the best as well as the worst in higher

education has flourished in, indeed required, a decent

obscurity.

Obscurity allows for diverse practices to develop in

different fields and areas--for example, in faculty-

student ratios, attrition rates, ngth of time to

degree and the like. Subject fields differ enormously

from one to another, and even the same subject differs

in character between institutions, a fact not widely

recognized outside the academic world. But it is

almost impossible to develop or to justify support
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formulas "lat fully or accur4'_ely reflect this inherent

diversity between an even within subjects and in3ti-

tutions. Data reveal inequalities, and once seen, they

must be either justified or abolished. The tendency,

in the face of the egalitarian pressures that define

equalities as inequities, is to reduce or abolish them.

Obscurity- -the absence of data that allows these

academic and institutional variations to be seen and

dealt with allows the survival of functional as well as

dysfunctional diversity. It'allows, for example, the

unauthorized use of space--the appropriation by a small

seminar or research group of rooms that do not really

belong to them and would, if Kno,ai, he assigned else-

where. Obscurity allows for the many things, good and

ill, that academic men cannot _Justify. And obscurity

itself depends on a certain dcgrt..c of trust, both by

academic men of one another and by their managers exter-

nally. But when that trust has eroded, chen public
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officials want to know in much more detail how

4 resources are being used. And modern management

systems, which follow upon the erosion of trust, are

marked by a passion for good data, and thus are the

enemy of obscurity and of all the practices that

obscurity has allowed. A good data system generates a

steady flow of detailed and acc-rate information,

shining a bright beam of light into every nook and

cranny of an institution, revealing anomalies and

inequities and unjustifiable practices. And by disclos-

ing them it goes far toward insuring their suppression.

Data about institutions are not at all neutral. They

play an active and predictable role in the life of

higher education, but one that is not yet even fully

recognized by ail the participants. It is here, on this

new battleground of data systems, where the issues are

who reports about what to whom, that we see in the

sharpest form the struggle between the public and the

private lives of higher education.



Some Difficult Questions

I have not, obviously, been able to spell out the right

relations between these spheres, to say what should be

managed and what monitored, and what left utterly alone

by the state. But those questions are of central

importance. I have tried to explore some of the prob-

lems in this area and suggest some principles that

might guide our joined and continuing search for

answers in this most difficult area of public policy.

But let me end with some explicit questions on this

theme of the relation between the state and higher

education.

1. Is increasing control over the forms and

functions of higher education by central

public agencies or authorities an inevitable

concomitant of expansion and increased costs?

2. Is the (increasing) role of public authorities

presently a force working against diversity

in higher education, in their functions and
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standards, their modes of governan-:e, their

forms of instruction, their sources of

support and their relation to other institu-

tions of society?

3. If so, are these "standardizing" tendencies

inherent in central governmental control, or

is it possible for central governing and

financing agencies to function in ways that

sustain and increase the diversity in higher

education? If so, what governing and funding

structures would have that effect, and what

principles of operation would govern their

activities? How can efforts to support

diversity be sustained against the political

pressures arising out of: (a) political and

bureaucratic norms which prescribe equitable

treatment of all comparable units and (b)

growing egalitarian sentiments and policies?
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1 would add one final question. What are the condi-

tions--the milieu and human relationships- -that

encourage creative intellectual, scholarly and

scientific work in our colleges and universities? If,

as I believe, those conditions are rare and fragile,

how will they he affected by the broad structural, or-

ganizational and political changes that we are witness-

ing? Shouid not a concern for the protection of the

situations in which creative work of the highest quality

is carried on by teachers and students be very high in

our priorities? It would be a sad irony indeed if our

systems of postsecondary education were to grow and

flourish, and then perform all the varied tasks we and

the state and society were to ask of them--all, except

for scholarship and science. i think that possibility

should concern us all very much.
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NOTES

'See June O'Neill, Resource Use in Higher Education,
Berkeley, Carnegie Commission on Higher Education,
1971; and Higher Education: Who Pays? Who Benefits?
Who Should Pay?, Carnegie Commission on Higher
Education, June 1973.

2See Martin Trow, "Some Problems in the Transition

From Elite to Mass Higher Education," Berkeley,
Calif., Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, 1973.

3This is indeed the assumption underlying the work of
economists on manpower planning and theories of

human capital. See, for example, the essays in Lewis
Solmon and Paul J. Taubman (editors), Does College
Matter: Some Evidence on the Impacts of Higher

Education, (New York: Academic Press, 1973). "Very

little empirical evidence exists on external benefits.
Economists who analyze public policy toward higher
education have shown an increasing tendency to regard
the absence of good, hard-quantified data in this area

as indirect evidence that no such benefits exist.
This may be more a reflection of the deficiencies in
the economists' education or the narrowness of their

perspective: some things in this world cannot be

quantified," Robert W. Hartma "The Rationale for
Federal Support for Higher Education," in Solmon and

Taubman (editors), ibid. Similar limitations of
perspective mark the work of most psychologists and
sociologists in this area: See K.A. Feldman and

Theodore M. Newcomb (editors), The Impact of College

on Students, (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1969).



It may be argued that a decline in racial bigotry or
prejudice resulting from higher education is precisely
a gain for individuals. But I am emphasizi.6 the
impact of these changes on the political climate and
on political institutions and laws, which transcend
changes in individual attitudes and sentimets.

SFor further discussion on the benefits of pc.,stsecondary
education, see the panel discussion in Part III, p.

60f course, at one extreme, if the society and its
agencies were to supplyno resources, then there
might be no private life of higher education at all,
though one suspects that the central activities of
teaching and learning would find other homes and the
energies behind them would cut other channels: they
would go on despite the absence of what we call
colleges and universities.

7There are also pathologies of the private life of
higher education: for example, the introduction of
political or racial or sexual biases into faculty
appointments, student admissions or the curriculum
itself; or the intimidation or suppression of
teachers and students who hold unpopular views. And

there are many others. The pathologies of the private
life of higher education have a clear bearing on the
pathologies of its public life. But that is not my
subject here.

8Trow, op. cit.



REPORT AND COMMENTS ON THE NATIONAL COMMISSION

ON THE FINANCING OF POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

Ben Lawrence

Lxecutive Director
National CommiSsion on the Financing

of Postsecondary Education

The National Commission on the Financing of Postsec-

ondary Education has a rather extensive and broad

charge, arising from nearly two years of congressional

debate concerning the financial health of higher

education. The charge also was influenced in part by

the rather persistent efforts of another sector of

education beyond the high school, which we can -refer to

as vocational, proprietary institutions or occupational

schools, as representatives of that sector attempted to

convince Congress that they were a legitimate part of

the higher education enterprise.

The Charge of the Commission

After two years of debate, the Higher Iducation Amend-

ments of 1q-2 were passed. They contained several



significant new programs--very few of which have been

implemented to any extent. At the same time, Congress

created the national commission because, as I understand

it, there were many unresolved issues in the view of

most Congressmen. These unresolved issues were placed

into a piece of legislation, not with a great deal of

coherence, and given to 17 commissioners and a staff to

resolve in some fashion.

As we looked at this legislation for several weeks, we

recognized it was impossible to do everything in the

comprehensive way the Congress wanted it done within 12

months and within the amount of money appropriated for

that task. So the first effort of the commission was

to decide what it was going to do.

The members of the commission chose to focus on three

major efforts. One is a study of alternative financing

plans, asking the question what financing arrangements

might he 1) for the postsecondary education enterprise



in this nation? The second area of effort was in

response to Congressional concerns about whether there

Was a state of financial distress in institutions of

higher education in the United States: If there was

financial distress, how could it be identified, how

could it be measured and what could be done about it?

And the third/iajor area of focus really was not a

question - -just a charge to the commission: Develop

national uniform standards for producing per-student

costs annually for differing types of institutions.

Once the commission members had decided to focus on

those three areas, they had two other assignments

ahead of them before they could begin their work. The

first was to identify the scope of their work. "What

is the definition of postsecondary education?" and

"What perspective, federal or natioildi, should the

commission use in its study?" With regard to the latter

question the commission decided that it should attempt
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to view the financing problems of postsecondary educa-

tion from a national perspective, that is, federal,

state, local, private, parent and student. Now this is

indeed a difficult task, because to look at something

from all of these perspective:, at once, and to consider

all of the interactions that take place as various

people get involved in postsecondary education, presents

quite a maze. Neverthcless, this was the interpretation

of the charge to the commission.

With regard to the former question, "Postsecondary
..--

education--what is it?" the commission looked at post-
1

secondary education and conclmed that, for purposes

of describing the situation, there are four major

categories, the use of which will make it possible for

people to understand what the commission is talking

about.

The first, of source, is traditional higher education- -

the two-year a;id four-year public and private regionally
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accredited institutions of higher education -- roughly

2,600 to 2,800 institutions, depending on how you

count them or how many went vut of business last week

or how many started up last week, with approximately

nine million students enrolled in 1972.

The second category contains about 7,016 institutions,

according to our last count, with an enrollment of

about 1.6 million students according to the best

estimates we were abJ t get. These institutions are

recognized by the government in some manner or

form. They may not be recognized by all federal

agencies, but they are recognized by at least one

federal agency fox some educational purpose. For the

most part, they are recognized by these federal agencies

so that students m,/ obtain grants or loans and attend

tho,e institutions. The largest federal agencies

recognizing these institutions are the Veterans

Administration and the Social Security Administration.



A third category contains approximately 3,500 other

institutions that are not quite so well-defined. They

are not, to our knowledge, accredited by anyone, but

we know they exist because they told us so. The way

we found out about them was by running our fingers

through the Yellow Pages. Through a sampling process,

we estimate there are approximately 3,500 institutions

that proclaim themselves as educational institutions

offering programs beyond the :l_gh school.

And, of course, a fourth category be ' that--a whole

host of learning opportunities offered by churches,

schools, civic clubs, organizations and museums of all

types, providing a multitude of learning opportunities

for some 32 Tr011ion people annually in the United States.

Obviously, the commission could not analyze this whole

conglomeration of learning opportunities and institu-

tions and courses, so we had to arrive at a definition

that was accepfible for analysis as well as for under-

standing what we meant by postsecondary education in
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general. For the purposes of analy

categories I described are what the

sis, the first two

commission is

looking at, relative to the financing

been asked to address. These are the

questions we have

traditional

colleges and universities that we have chosen to refer

to as the collegiate sector, and the seco

the 7,016 that we have chosen to refer to

nd sector,

as the non-

collegiate sector. Now I hasten to point o

titles we have given bear no relationship to

function these institutions perform. For exa

t that the

the kind of

ple, there

are collegiate institutions in the noncollegiat

and there are noncollegiate institutions in the

e sector

colle-

giate sector--or at least that's what they call t

selves.

ti

In addition, there are institutions in the noncolle-

giate sector tlitit offer degrees--not simply associate

arts degrees, but bachelor of arts degrs, master's

degrees and even Ph.D. degrees. Rand Corp. is classi-

fied in the noncollegiate sector and currently offers
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Ph.D. degrees. There are strange assortments of

degrees and awards and certificates and kinds of insti-

tutions in the noncollegiate sector, binds unfamiliar

to most of you.

One for example, is a card &tiers college. It trains

individuals to run roulette wheels and gambling tables

in Nevada where gambling is i.:galized. Another is a

diamond cutting school, and it, I believe, has the

highest tuition of Any institution in the United States.

The tuition alone is ',1,000 pir vear. Of course, if

you consider the cost of breaking a diamond or tallo, you

can understand 'Ally the tultion is high.

51 there 1S J ,;t-range assortment of these 7,t16 insti-

tution,. Iheir enrollment ;; relatively ,;mall compared

to the collegiite institution, you're used to--1.6

millioa students being ;pre id over some seven thousand

in,tilution

these tistitutioat; Are not all run by individuals.
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Sixty-six per cent of them are owned by corporations.

Of the proprietary institutions, better than half fall

into two categories-cosmetology schools and flight

schools. And, interestingly enough, it , in these

flight schools that most of it comm ,:ial airline

pilots are trained.

This give you an idea of the complexity of the problem

we are dealing with as a commission. We are asked not

only to respond to very difficult and large questions,

but also to do so across a spectrum of institutions

we have not dealt with before. In addition, there are

very few data available about the ncollegiate sectors.

Objectives

How did we propose to go about our task? It was our

conviction that we had to have some criteria against

which we could evaluate the alternative financing plans.

Vw could not lw,t stack them up and look at them. We

had to have some way of making comparisons. So an



early task of the commission was to establish those

criteria. We called them "objectives for postsecondary

education."

Now I would hasten to add that they are not objectives

of postsecondary education in the substantive sense.

Rather, they are descriptions of the character of the

postsecondary education enterprise the commission would

like to see functioning in this country. The commis-

sion felt that educational programs per se and the

relationships between faculty and students that might

be considered educational objectives in the substantive

sense were properly the responsibility of institutions,

students, faculty members and boards when building an

environment in which the educational process takes

place.

This commission decided to concern itself with charac-

teristics of the postsecondary education enterprise

and its public objectives. Those of you who have seen
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them will recognize that the objectives describe the

character of that enterprise.

Some of the objectives are: student access to institu-

tions of postsecondary education; the opportunity for

a student to choose among the institutions he has been

admitted to, regardless of the price; the opportunity

for the student to complete the program to which he has

been admitted; the independence of institutions to

operate their own programs to meet their own objectives;

and, the other side of that coin, the accountability of

institutions to funders and to the public for the charge

and the resources given to them. You can see that these

objectives, against which financing plans are to he

evaluated, arc descriptive of the characteristics of

the enterprise but do not deal with the substance of

the enterprise itself.

It was necessary to take these rather idealistic ob-

jectives and translate them into something that could

hc counted or talked about in a quantitative sense.



How do you tell when you've achieved student access in

institutions of postsecondary education? How do You

tell when institutions of higher education or postsec-

ondary education are excellent? ((ow do you tell when

you have diversity's These are difficult problems.

One approach the commission could have taken was to

build objectives around measurable data. Instead, the

commis ion deliberately said, "We t111 set our objec-

tives irrespective of the availability of data to solve

our problems." Consequently, we had to face up to the

fact that when our objectives were completed we had no

data at; all i9 terms of measures for some of the objec-

tives. For other objectives, the data are very inade-

quate. For some the data are good. Tn all cases, when

measuring the extent to which objectives are met by a

particular financi 0 plan, judgment is required.

Judgment is reqtired both in terms of developing the

objectives in the first place and in examining the
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available data. When examining the pros and cons of

more subjective kinds of information relative to a

financing plan and the accomplishment of objectives,

some sort of intuition feel needs to be brought into

the judgment. Nevertheless, we have developed criteria

that enable at least these 17 commissioners to look at

in array of alternative financing plans and to make

some judgments about the degree to which those financing

plans individually will accomplish the objectives of

the commission.

Data Retrieval

In order to look at alternative financing plans:we

had to have data. This commission did not want to

duplicate the work of previous commissions; it wanted

to build on that work. We also did not believe we had

the time to go out and start from scratch and collect

information that would enable us to respond in an appro-

priate manner to the charge Congress had giien us.

r 'her, we determined we would go to anyone who had
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produced helpful information, starting with other

commissions, the U.S. Office of Education, t'-cl various

associations and various agencies that collect informa-

tion of whatever source. We would obtairi from them any

information concerning postsecondary education, institu-

\

tions, systems, students--whatever we could get- -bring

it together and try to sort it into some kind of,intell-

igent data base that could be computerized so it Would

be easy to use for analysis.

The commission has been very fortunate in that virtually

everyone has responded rapidly and forthrightly. We

have been given very up-to-date data compared to that

others have had. For example, our work is based on

1972 expenditures and, as far as I know, very few

people have had that kind of data available to them.

We now have about 15 files in the computer. To give

you some idea of the size of this, one of those files

is the Higher Education General Information Survey

(REGIS) data for 1970, 1971 and 1972. We also have
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college scholarship service data in these fil's, Project

Talent data--a full range of both longitudinal and one-

time survey data, all information that can be used in

some way or other for the kinds of questions that we

are attempting to answer. We have made this data base

available to those who would like to have access to it

until Jan. 1, 1974. From the discussions we are

having currently with HEW and members of the Congress,

we believe this data base will be maintained and contin-

ued next year--and hopefully on into the future. We

also hope it will continue to be available to anyone

who wants access to it, except when privacy must be

protected.

In addition to this data base we needed an analytical

capability to look at alternative financing plans. It

is one thing to have volumes of data available; it is

another thing to get itirrganized so you can estimate

what is going to happen if you implement a certain set

of funding policies. The strategy we have developed
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is to use the data to attempt (.0 project into the

future--that is 1977, 1980 and 198cwhat the impact

of various funding policy decisions would be on student

access, student choice, opportunity, the independence

of institutions, the diversity of education programs

and our other objectives. The quantitative aspects of

this work is completely computeri--d. In 15 to 30

minutes we can analyze from the quantitative aspects

a particular set of funding decisions that would make

up a national funding policy. This analytical capabil-

ity is very primitive. We do not look upon it as a

sophisticated work of art. rtie presently look upon it

as a very dull ax, but he promise that as others begin

to work with it refinements will he made, Perhaps new

tools will he devised to give us more preci,ion and

better estimat , of the impact of funding policy

decisions in the future.

Final Report

For some time people have been asking me what the
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commission is going to recommend. Well, at this point

in time, the question is not what the commission is

going to ecommend, but whether the commission is going

to recommend. The charge to the commission says some-

thing about indicating the hest mechanisms for financing

postsecondary education. Some commissioners currently

believe they will have completed their task better if

they analy:c a wide variety of plans (we certainly

have done about 7,0 of them) and array that information

for everybody to see and leave it at that. Others say,

no, it is the responsibility of the commission not

only to array this information but also to decide

which financing plans best accomplish the objectives

in the way they would like them accomplished.

Others say there is something in between--that we \

should indicate our priorities relative to the objec-

tives. For example, at this moment there seems to he

a high degree of consenc;w; among the commissioners that

the time has come for two years of universal access to
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postsecondary education. Now if the commission should

make this kind of statement, several of the alternatives

it is currently analyzing would he virtually ruled out

and several others would suddenly get the spotlight.

It may be that the commission will just array the infor-

mation and leave it at that. It may be that they will

decide to select one plan reflecting personal prefer-

ences for financing postsecondary education in this

country for the next few years. And it may he that

they will just indicate the general strategies they

think ought to he followed to accomplish these objec-

tives. This decision will he made, I trust, on Dec.

7 or 8, 1973.

Wh,t have we, as a staff, found relative to alternative

financing plans? We are convinced of one thing: raising

the price lowers enroll lent. The evidence we have

suggests that, on the average, for every hundred dollars

yott raise the tuition in an institution, you're going

13,2
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to lose something like 2.5 per cent of your enrollment.

This is an average; the figures differ among public

institutions, private institutions and community

colleges.

Another thing we have found is that lowering the price

is regressive. If tuition costs cre moved towards

zero, the middlc upper-income groups benefit

while the low._r-income groups receive a smaller share

of public funds. We found also that student aid, that

is, the current method of subsidizing the student from

the federal government level (and probably from the

state levels), is a xery inefficient way to fund post-

secondary education if you arc thinking in terms of

student access. Let me explain briefly why.

Lot us suppose there are three million studont3 in

institutions of higher education who are already on

some form of student aid, and you decide you want to

get another 10,000 in. Suppose you decide the way to
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get more students in is to add more money, and conse-

quently decide to increase the average student aid grant

from 5300 to $400. Unfortunately, the philosophy of

equity in this country demands that everybody with the

same income and financial need receive the same kind of

award. You cannot discriminate among individuals in

this way. So, not only do you have to gixe that money

to tfe new students you are going to bring in, but also

you must give it to the three million already in the

system. Thus, three million students get 5l00--that's

-;()(1 million nefore you get vour fir:,t additional

student in.

There are hays around this, but they are not socially

acceptable hays. We used to practice them when student

aid officers would reduce the 'vertised price on a

selective b.,-is to lure certain students into their

institution. We used to to it pith football players

and In0i,i ,,tudents and whatever gimmick he f,lt was

appropriate. but then came the day when social equity

I



became very important. It is no longer appropriate or

feasible for a student aid officer to do this kind of

thing, as we did in the past. Consequently, it is very

difficult to effect student access by adding more monies.

We found that money alone will not work.

There are other things that correlate very well with

student access and choice, and in particular with the

enrollment of lower-income persons it institutions of

postsecondary education. What are some of these? Pre-

high school counseling and guidance are the kinds of

things that may improve access. The students' curri-

culum choice in the eighth and ninth grades has a

better correlation with student access and participation

in postsecondary education than does family income.

Father's occupation has a better correlation with

participation in postsecondary education than does

family income.

,1nd now let me ,;turtle you even more. Family income
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has the least correlation with participation of some

eight different variables. Consequently, we are

convinced that, while money is needed, money alone will

not solve the problem. Some effort is going to have

to he addressed to the other kinds of problems if we

are going to provide universal access and get low-income

people to participate in postsecondary education at

roughly the same rate as the rest of our population.

Another thing is certain: enrollment competition among

institutions of all types is very stiff at th,) current

time. Current enrollment projection, do not look good.

The present enrollment situation is not very encourag-

ing, and competition for students among institutions

has heightened considerably, particularly in the last

thice or four months.

While there are many difficulties associated with

financial distress, I ,aspect that in the coming two

or three years declining enrollment will he the maior
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cause of financial distress. Now, what can be done?

Certainly, financial planning arrangements can he for-

mulated carefully with regard to national , licy, but

from my observations, I believe we are not going to

affect the postsecondary education enterprise as much

as we thought Ly looking at reallocation of funds

available to postsecondary education. It does make a

difference that social forces, political forces and

equity forces all are coming to hear, leaving little

room to maneuver with regard to a reallocation of the

resources to accomplish different objectives. And

while we should examine that, I think we are going to

have to look at other areas to solve some of the

problems of postsecondary education.

There is currently a notion, quite well advertised in

higher education in particular, that there will not he

much more money available to postsecondary education.

I think if we are going to live up to a commitment of

universal access without losing ground in graduate
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education, we are going to have to,find a way to make

more money available. someone is going to have to take

up the Kanner to persuade people that more money is

going to he needed. I am convinced it is out of fear

and paranoia that he are saying money is riot going to

he available, becaue -tate legIslatoi. ' congressmen,

have indicated they are not saying more money is not

going to be available, they are Just saying, "you are

not getting money unless you tell us why you need it

and gie us good evidr -e of why you need it."

I also think we are going to have to face up to measuring

the increase in productivity in higher education. I use

the words "higher education" because right now I do not

even want to think about trying to make such measures

in the rest of postsecondary education.

I suspect there have been productivity increases in

higher education in the past. The t-::-,unie is, we do not

have any way of measuring them or counting them or



looking at them or agreeing upon them. '0,e generally

hive throim in our hands in horror 1.Imi 1,e hive thought

about this probl, said, "Ilion' 1, nothing, we Can

do and in fact Ise shouldn't Measure it anyway, so let's

not worry about ." I believe ms going to require

more money to acco-.islish tne iinds of things our society

needs relative to higher odu,:ation, postsecondary educa-

tion and education in general beyond the high schfool.

But we are probably not going to get it unless we

demonstrate increases in productivity. I think it is

time we stopped wriaging our hands about the complex-

ities of that problem and started addressinP, our,elves

''(-) it seriously. Some people are making efforts in

this area. rbey are to be commended, but they need

much support if they are to deal effectively with the

problem.

"Man's Right to KnowlecNe and the Free !Ise Thereof"

And finally, there is one area T think allows some

flexibility, though not nearly as much as Nany people
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think. That area is management. I want to shift from

work of the commission to some concerns of mine. Hope-

fully, they will be received in a positive spirit, but

I suspect they may be viewed as a bit hostile.

The central issue of the discussion about the informa-

tion explosion and shifting levels of decision making

is information management. The decisionmaker needs

information for two reasons. The first is to assist

him in arriving at his decisions, for they are only as

good as his information. The second is to enable him

to defend his decisions before the '_public. Without

information to explain his actions and his decisions,

the public will not understand him and, in many cases,

they will not believe him. The first is the need for

management information; the second is the need for

management of informat;on. Or, to put it more bluntly,

the second can be public relations on the one hand and

propaganda on the other.



On the surface, today's controversy over information

focuses on the question of management information, but

the hidden agenda, the real controversy, is over the

management of information. Who shall control the infor-

mation? Ben Bagdikian in The Information Machines very

aptly points out that knowledge always has been a key

to power.

Looking for a moment at the political arena, we find

that political information traditionally has been

restricted to the highest levels of leadership and only

later has trickled down to the lower echelon, helping

to preserve hiefarchial authority. Kings and queens

raintained their power by controlling the information

available to them and giving it out selectively to

those they wanted to share that power with them. When

leaders and their constituents begin to receive informa-

tion at the same time, important things happen in their

relationshipry.
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First, the social reaction time is accelerated, speeding

the pace of development for both the leadership and the

electorate. The leadership must move quickly to stay

ahead of the electorate. Second, the dependence of

the loner echelon on the higher ones is decreased and

power, based exclusively on initial possession of infor-

mation, is destroyed because virtually everybody has

acce:,,, to poier. Third, leadership may find itself at a

disadvantage in responding to demands for action. Fast

reactions are required when both leadership and consti-

tuencies get the information at the same time.

Large institutions like governments and institutions of

higher education are, by nature, less volatile than

families, Flks Clubs, churches and small organizations

that can react very quickly. Large organizations take

a low.; time to react to information. You can see the

hinds of problems institutions have when both the

electorate and the government (or the person high in

authority as compared to the person low in authority)

1
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start getting information at the same time. For these

reasons, and others, authorities always have attempted

to control information for the public good, as they see

it.

One method of control is to release deceptive materials.

Leaders have special access to channels of mass communi-

cation and they can use this to inundate the audience so

that truth cannot be separated from fiction. In one

sense, the drowning of our pe.pple in information is much

the same as the ignorance of populations years ago. And

in another sense, the drowning of other people in infor-

mation is even worse than the ignorance of many years

ago because it creates the illusion of full knowledge.

You have got all that information; you understand every-

thing; what do you do with 20 reams of print-out when

you cannot find the one essential fact you need?

But, so far, even the most skilled intormation control

authorities hive been unable to exercise mastery over



all popular information lorg enough to prevent the

nonestablishment knowledge from having a significant

impact. The minorities somehow figure out a way to

get in on some infor ation so they can have an impact

on the decision making.

Discerning segments of the audience, though surrounded

by the noise of propaganda, are able to extract the

relevant information. Consequently, the establishment

cannot exercise complete domination. This is the

dilemma for all institutions. Instant and universal

communications disrupt provisional patterns, tempting

leaders to restrain the trend, but the needs of a

dynamic system make sequestering of information exceed-

ingly dangerous. It is a myth of our time that unfet-

tered dissemination of information produces shocks in

a democratic society and that we must somehow censor

that information if we are to compete with an authori-

tarian regime. Quite the contrary.
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I believe that information is most hazardous to the

authoritarian regime. I believe that democratic

societies and democratic institutions are better

conditioned to the impact of new information and,

therefore, are more stable when it is provided.

Further, I believe that the very existence of socie-

ties and institutions depends on the free flow of

information. A population that requires insulation

from uncontrolled information is living in the wrong

era.

During the last few centuries, this insulation has

become increasingly porous, rind the regimes that have

used information control to effect social control have

lived precarious existences. There have been massive

tragedies. Most such regimes have fallen. Those that

were dictatorships and were authoritarian either have

modified and mutated into something else or they have

gone out of exi,;tence and they have died. The freedom
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of information plays a large part in this kind of

evolution.

When Columbia University began to make plans for its

bicentennial celebration in 1954, it was decided that

freedom of inquiry and expression was the most appro-

priate subject a free university in a free country

could choose. Columbia adopted as a theme on which its

activities were focused, "Man's Right to Knowledge and

the Free Use Thereof." As one of the observances, a

graphic exhibit of 60 panels was prepared to explain

and illustrate this theme. Mark Van Doren was com-

missioned to prepare a written commentary to accompany

each of the panels. I quote from one of his statements:

"And ye Lhall know the truth and the truth shall make

you free." Those to whom Jesus said these words

replied that, so far as *hey knew, they never were in

bondage to any man. But it was the bondage of ignorance

that their teacher had in view, and the assumption

behind the exhibit for which Van Doren used these words



is that no man, upon reflection, can fail to understand

this.

Thus, I find it somewhat ironic that the very univer-

-siti ,hat defend truth and freedom so fervently are

unwilling to allow themselves to he studied or to re-

lease information about themselves. Knowledge, Mark

Van Doren says, is like the air we brezIthe--so essential

that we usually take it for grante,!, KnowleJ4 and the

ways in which men use it determine the health _",' our

families, the types of homes in which we live, the jobs

we hold, the comforts ve enjoy and the whole civiliza-

tion that surrounds us. "The truth shall make you free."

Although the truth by itself may not he sufficient to

keep anyone free, the full and free flow of truthful

information is clearly necessary to any kind of social

and political freedom. Conversely, any serious attempt

to abridge that freedom must include an effort to

prevent or to manage the flow of information.
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To change metaphors, a burglar cannot operate easily

or safely in a well-lighted area. Until recently,

higher education has had no aced to manage, let alone

abridge, information flows, for it has had almost

complete freedom to decide. But as higher education

has moved from an enterprise concerned with an elite

portion of our society to an enterprise of mass educa-

tion, it has moved into a public enterprise. Its

decisions do much to make others free or captive. The

freedom of higher education needs to be tempered by a

concern for the freedom of individuals.

How does this affect us? I believe we must make infor-

r.tion more freely available to the public, to our

consumers and to funders. We st find ways to explain

the benefits of higher education in terms they under-

stand, for when what we tell them differs significantly

from what they observe, we strain our relationship with

them. To do this, we must de lop communications pro-

cedures that include standard data definitions, infor-
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mation structures and data handling procedures, for

these arc the counterparts to dictionaries, sentence

and paragraph structures, and syntax and punctuation in

our English language. Without these we shall continue

to have a Tower of Babel.

Yet, we must fear homogenization. We must fear rigid

structures and the ii,id curtailment of innovation

when we first begin to use this infant language. But

modern concepts of information analysis provide greater

freedom than we had five years ago gr,1 promise greater

freedom in the future. Those of us who are not familiar

with modern trends in management must become so.

Purveyors of simplistic rigid systems must be warned

that we expeLt them to bend their genius to information

systems and analysis techniques that will preserve our

humanity, while providing us with the information we

need. That is no simple charge, but it is essential

for our people.
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What will the commission recommend in this regard?

The commission obviously will consider all recommenda-

tions again and probably will make changes. So this

is my best guess. It will recommend, T believe, the

development of long-range national standards relative

to general information to he used voluntarily by insti-

tutions of postsecondary education. In the short run,

I believe it will recommend interim standards that will

he modified by some agencies over time. Such standards

are procedures for producing information and are not

_.-

standards in the sense of some normative kind or thing.

We are talking about procedural standards, not norma-

tive standards. These interim standards will have to

he modified from time to time as thf state-of-the-a.-t

develops. Incentives will encourato_ the ii,,e of these

standards.

The interim standard; the ccomni,,ion will reLommend

first, T oispect, wi.. have somethin, to do with per-

student costs by major, by level of instrottion and by



differing types of institutions. Those of you familiar

with the various types of per-student costs will recog-

nize that there are probably, in broad general terms,

two types of per-student costs. One in which you take

general educational expenditures and divide it by en-

rollment and one that requires yo..0 to use some kind of

induced course load matrix and transfer your costing

structures over into program form. The commission

interim standards are likely to focus on the second

type of costs.

You will note that I hclieve the commission will recom-

mend the voluntary use of these, but will provide incen-

tives to encourage institutions to begin using them,

hoping this will improve management And state-level

decision makirn;, as well as national policy making.

The commu, ion ha; diff,nt expectations with regard

to the abilities of institution' of diffeiont types to

implement these Kind; of proLedure; At this point in

ime, It reLcyni=es ihat i nst i t iii anti IhAt .arc primarily.
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instructional in nature can do these things now with

relative ease. It also recognizes that these institu-

tions, having developed costs in a certain manner, can

use the very procedures that helped develop the costs

to understand the induced effects of decisions made on

the basis of those costs.

It further recognizes that to do this in community

colleges is more difficult, and that to do it in major

research universities is very, very difficult indeed.

In fact, the state-of-the-art virtually does not

approach the cost development needs of major research

universities at this time.

What will be done with the commission's data base? I

believe it will be continued. I believe the directors

of the commission have found it useful and that they

would like to see some agency of the government con-

tinue that operation under the following conditions:

'that this data base be made available by terminal access
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to any person with only the stipulation that personal

privtcy he protected. he hive found much interest on

the part of as;ociations, policy centers and interested

representative groups in getting at this kind of infor-

mation to build their various arguments to defend their

ohn particular decisions. We believe that building a

data base is an essential service that postsecondary

education needs. I personally believe that policy

analysis should he kept separate horn this activity

and he decentrali2ed activity, remaining under the

lurisdi,:tion of representati.ves of the various points

Th
of view. rut I believe also that representative_ of

those points of N.Ieh nught to have act e,,, to the s me

data and information, that At least ,ire sped ing

the ,;ame languA,o,c.

P011 t_s d " :nil, in 1)0 .ycond,try education 1111.1",t he

nade hy pC01)1(.2, h d upon t heir It1I'Murlt Rut, -1114,-

meant can 1,(_ enhanced bv qood iwormation. Conferences

of this sort improve the 111-t Ilhood ,4 better Informa-

l:, 7,
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tion becoming available. The sponsors of this forum

are to he commended for this effort.
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PART I I

WORKSHOP SESS EONS



10. OUNTING 1S 1 SYS ll M

Robert h. Mever, Vice President of
Busin,'ss %ffairs, Ohio hesleyan University

Larly financial records of one midwestern college

indicate that tuition payments were met "In kind."

Indeed, one entry shows the receipt of two hogs as

payment for tuition. kek_ounting systems have progressed

from this ear-I\ debit-credit hand-written nirnals

and ledgers to today's sophisticated IBM printouts

of the same basil debit-credit ledgers. However, we

still seem to be receiving "stock" to help support the

institution with values being assigned to the shares

at the time of receipt.

\ccounting statements have always been a part of the

annual reports to the board of trustees. ihe reports

were properly audited and filed by the appropriate com-

mittee. (Ieldom read by the finance committee or the

administrative staff, the report, were not intended to do
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more than meet the requirements of the auditors. The

examiners of the reports were more interested in

verifying the existence of certain assets and the

balancing of the hank statements than in developing

a management report. The statements had a single

purpose and that was to insure that the records had

been maintained in a proper manner. The system to

develop the audited statements was kept as simply and

cheaply as possible by a treasurer who seldom, if ever,

related to the other officers of the university.

From these rather rudimentary beginnings that existed

on many campuses through the 1940s and perhaps still

exist on some campuses today, we have come a long way

in data gathering for the purpose of writing the

annual report. Aided by business machines ranging

from the 10-key adding machine to the computer, the

business manager can speed the process of reporting

to anyone and eeryone Interested in reading the

printouts.
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Indeed, there has been a real growth in interest in

the accounting reports by faculty, students, trustees

and state governing boards. The very phrases of

"cost analysis," "cost manuals," "uniform systems,"

etc., were never openly discussed in academe during

the expansion of the 1960s. Admittedly, financial

data is not the most interesting reading. The academic

community has never qUite included the business officer

as a partner in the management team. Oftentimes the

business office has been looked upon as some ogre to

be avoided.

To belabor the point would prove fruitless. To admit

to the frailty of men to work together is essential

in the present context of the financial woes con-

fronting our institutions.

The business manager, through his competent staff,

has at his disposal meaningful data which he is

willing to share. At the same time, the financial
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officer should realize that "his" data can only be

meaningful if it can relate to the total data bank of

the college. For example, "getting out the paychecks"

is considered very important by the entire community

for a single day. But if the data generated by the

routine task is not in a reasonable form for cost

purposes, personnel management and budget reporting,

the financial manager is truly a bookkeeper and may

be beyond retraining.
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FIELD TEST OF NCHEMS INFORMATION EXCHANGE
PROCEDURES (IEP): PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGES,
PRIVATE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, PUBLIC

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Robert Huff and Robert Wallhaus
NCHEMS Associate Directors

A major portion of the NCHEMS effort during the past

two years has been the development of information

exchange procedures to be used by colleges and

universities across the nation in developing standard

information for exchange and reporting purposes. The

definitions and procedures involved in the Information

Exchange Procedures (IEP) project have evolved through

the work of many task forces and many hours of staff

efcort. A preliminary set of information exchange

procedures was developed early in 1973 and a prelim-

inary field test of those procedures was conducted in

some 60 institutions throughout the nation.

The purpose of the LEP project is to create among

higher education institutions the capability for
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exchanging and reporti, information both financial

and otherwise that is T sary to calculate and

evaluate costs (1) by discipline and course level,

and (2) by student field of study and student level.

The basic promise of information exchange is that tne

decision making and planning in higher education can

be facilitated through comparative analysil, of data

that are developed through st,-ndards definitions and

procedures.

Representatives from four inst tut ions which partic-

ipated in the prelimiary II P field test were 1).---ight

together to form ,i ;and). at the LCS forum in Chicago,

The representatives from the institutions included:

Dr. George Angell, President, State University
of New Yolk at Plattsburgh

Or. Vernon Crawford, Vice President for Academic
Affairs, Georgia Institute of Technology

M
,

Mr. Tom Rawson, Assistant Director of Institu-
tional Research, University of New Mexico

Dr Nplen Fllison, President, Seattle Community
College, Central Campus
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members of the panel made brie( statements

concerning the difficulties and benefits of imple-

menting the preliminar, information exchange procedures

on their campuses and then responded to questions from

the audience. The sessions were both vigorous and

informative.

The representatives of the preliminary field test

institutions indicated that there has been significant

benefit to their institutions in developing the kinds

of information required by the 111) fi-ld test project.

First, their institutions were stimulated to carefully

examine their operational data systems and improve

both the efficiency anu the scope of those systems.

Secondly, for the first time the institutions had

available cost per credit hour in various disciplines

dt various instructional levels (i.e., lower division,

upper division, grauuatel and annual cost per student

in various fields of study at various levels (i.e,

loer-division chemistry major, upper division
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chemistry major, graduate chemictry manor) which could

be used for internal comparisons as well as external

exchange and comparison. These comparisons have led

ir.tiltiens to czirefully examine internal allocation

of resources and have served as a basis for discus-

sions about future resource allocation policies. In

addition, institutions have found that they are able

to explain better their position and resource requests

to c,ternal funding agencies through the use of the

program-oriented cost data and other information.

Fenders are demanding a higl r level of accountability

than ever before, and the institutions which have

available to them new hinds of informatiot are able

to sati,fy these requests for acco-iltability and

demonstrate that they are doing a better job of

managing their )imited resources than in the past.

The institutional repiesentative', indicated that there

are certain shcrtcomings with the ELP project in that

a span of informition which relatcs to objectives,



student s, faciiIty and program outcome; in addition

co-,t data i5 nece,isary 1f t lear and complete

picture of the ln?-,titution's nature, role and scope

are to be under-,t t.o.it th higher

educat ion. aril by coupl n a great deal of infor-

mal Ion ?Art': the data Lan one fulls apprec late an

10-;1; ittit ion' -, problems and :marl bat ion.

lhe ',1'; 11 l' pro cct tit 11 colt 10110 to 1(.-1,c1 op and

TI iriti I ri 11 pith 1?-11 t ht. ftrrt edi 1 oftits'

Inforir,it ion f \ Prot edures 1tinu,11 Is?, 111 be

a cilia' ILO do,..Iment for the 19-1,

appro. Imato y t lore, %sill r,

dot' led ,ind VC pi 1,)t ,t of tly? 1i I' pro-

of..? lure and the,-t 11 ? T' , C'd

t > pro?, /11. 1-111: 1(11,1 tot

hap, H- H I ' 1 , .t a t t n ttll i t s a 1hr

pi lot t -t Ti it 1 ' r t 1,1 1", 't i t

t 111%1', 1,H 11 1 11 `, uThIll ion
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with all sectors of the higher education community

and, thus, insure _hat the findl information exchange

procr.lures, vflik.h it recommends, are closely attuned

to the needs and the capabilities of various kinds of

colleges and universities,



FLORIDA'S TOTAL BOSIMSS MANAGLMLNT
SYSTEM (UN1FTRAN)

Olcie Harrell and Jack Smith, Associate Directors
Management Information Systems, Florida

UNIFTRAN is a concept related to the development of a

total business manai;ement system on an int ,institu-

tional basis.

The HNIFERAN code begins at the transaction level, so

that &It-a can flow fru', there through the intermediate

levels at the in,Lituions and on to the state level.

It rff_',uires a definition of standard or uniform system

which will maintain comparability U, it also speak to

institutional uniqueness. Likewise, it requires a

project organi:ation which qllowl; input At the opera-

tional level from each insti7 ion within the con-

straints c f a coordinated effort . The systems that

hay( developed re,dult of thi effort have the ad

Idntage of addresonv prohlems At the operational unit

level will 1t providim" ilat i for ire-,t itot tonal management
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and highcir level reporting.

Fhe approach in llorida used A proaeit coordinator on

the board of regent,- staff and assigned the development

effort to task forces i.omprised of professional person-

nel iron the Institut 1, us. 1 host institution was

appointed to suppl) the systems and programming support

and sere as the pilot implcmentition site. Official

mile,,tonis, designated le)els, sere spei_ified to

monitor progress and obtain instituti-mal ipprovals.

Maintenance of completed system', is coordinated central-

ly to insure compliance with intended uniformity and

compliance with teihniial standatd,,.



A HUMANISTIC MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
FOR EDUCATION (BATTELLE)

William D. Hitt, Director
Center for Improved Education, Rattell,

USHER is an acronym for "Uniting Science and Humanness

for Educational Redesign." The underlying assumption

is that the scientific dimension of educational manage-

ment should he united with the human dimension in

order to bring about constructive educational change.

Project USHER is designed to help community colleges

"usher in" a new model of educational management to

replace tho traditional model. This new model Incor-

porates the best (f the scientific dimension of edu-

cational managrment :ind the best of the human dimension.

The uniting or the two dimensions constitutes what'we

are calling a humanistic approach to educational

management.

The purpose of Project USHIR is to help community

colleges implement a humanistic management system.
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This purpose is to be achieved by giving each

participating college the capability to redesign

its own educational system through implementing a

planning-programming-budgeting-evaluation system

(PPI") within the context of participative management.

"Redesign" is a key word in the entire Project USHER

ancept. We do not mean to suggest that an educa-

tional system be halted, completely revamped and then

restarted on a new course. The comparison might better

he made with that of a house being remodeled to fit

the growing needs of its occupant while those occu-

pants live in the house and carry on their normal

activities. The occupants themselves actually conduct

the remodeling but receive professional guidance. In

the same 1,ay, Project USHER involve' the faculty,

administration, students, board members and repre-

sentatives of the general community (with professional

guidance) in deciding how that institution can better

serve the residents of the area community.
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Involvement in Project US'1R should provide the

participating community college with the capability

to carry out the following steps in the overall

redesign process:

1. Organize and involve a planning term

Develop ,%,tcmwidc oblek.ti\e,

3. Assess needs and establish priorities

4. Lstimate revenues

5. 1 .tablish a program structure

6. Analyze programs on J systematic basis

7 Develop a program budget

8. Allocate resources on a rational basis

9. Prepare operational plans

10. Develop an information system

11. Implement the operational plans

l2. lviluate and revue programs

After completer cnc cycle of the redesign process,

the partik.1 'iting community collect( should he self-

sufficient lh it-- future efforts in educational
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redesign. This is the staff',, major criterion of

success for the project. I'he redesign process, then,

will become the method for managing the educational

system.

It should he noted that Project USHFR Is an applica-

tion project, not a research project. The methodology

has been worked out and the necessary tools are ready

to the purpose of the project is not to generate

new knowledge, but to bring about constructive educa-

tional change through thy' use of e\iting knowledge.

On the basis of past research and our own experionLe,

we are confident that Project !NUR Is a practical

approach to increasing effectieness of CatkA-

t Iona 1 management.
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REGIONAL DATA CENTERS:
POLICY BEFORE HARDWARE

James L. Morgan, Director
Management Information Systems, Florida

During this workshop session participants learned of

the experiences within the Florida State University

System in its development of regional data centers

for iistitutional support. In particular, the partic-

ipants were interested in the details of planning and

the interplay that existed betheen the central staff

of the system and representatives of the institutions.

Discussion occurred regarding the implementation of

those plans in a state environment with rigid state-

controlled public computer facilities. Also covered

has the planning and tmpl. 'entation from the viewpoint

of the ientra1 staff, host institutions and remote

institutions -;erkiced hr regional data centers.

DIre,10: 01 both tegional and terminal data centers

had a dischs',Ion on r(_-;ource utili7ation and service
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implications of the regional data center approach and

the need for setting of policy guidelines in advance

of making operational, the regional centers.
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POLICY ISSUES RELATED TO DATA BASE MANAGEMENT

Cheryl Traver, Manager
Data Base Systems, Stanford University

With the advent of cheaper computer hardware, more

widely available computer services and a multitude of

software application packages, all too many organiza-

tions are rushing headlong into the era of data bases

and instant information. Unfortunately, most of these

organizations will not reap the tremendous benefits

of the new technology, not because the benefits are

not to be had, but rather because of a general lack

of planning and preparation.

Planning is, of course, important in almost any new

endeavor. However, the implementation of a data base

system carries the potential of affecting widespread

and diverse areas of an organization. It is a self-

propagating animv1 which feeds on the insatiable

desires of its users. As more is learned about the

capabilities of the system and the characteristics
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of data contained therein, more is demanded. This is

a healthy and profitable condition. However, if the

foundations upon which the data base was built are

weak, these additional demands will overtax the system

and the result could be a group of very disillusioned

users. To avoid such an event, the long-range goals

and needs must be carefully analyzed long before the

selection of a data base system, or any other far-

reaching computerized project, is made.

The first element to be analyzed is the data itself.

The various types of data, both those which currently

exist and those which would be desirable to obtain,

should be located and their characteristics analyzed.

In-depth descriptions of the data need not be detailed

in the early stages of planning. However, thoSe data

which span traditional file boundaries must'be isolated.

(An example of this might be instructor course load,

which is used for personnel reports and also for

student study lists.) These interrelated data may not
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seem critical in the early phases of a data base

system. However, due to the tendency toward the

development of more complex analyses and the new

capabilities to correlate data w"ich were unavailable

in the past, these interrelated data must be structured

within the data base in such a manner tht future

demands do not overburden the retrieval structures

and/or security schemes of the new system. All data

should be classified according to their "owners" and

"users." The owners are those people who can modify

the contents or nature of the data--the traditional

controllers of the file. The users are those people

who are permitted to peruse the data. (This group

usually encompasses the owner group.) The complexities

of these owner/user relationships must be carefully

studied to ensure that the security scheme of the

selected data base system will be able to achieve the

required results.

Once the data have been analyzed and isolated, th
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retrieval and maintenance patterns must be identified.

These patterns will be used to determine the spectrum

of data base features that are necessary and desirable.

In addition, they should yield an indicator of the

need (or lack of need) for an online system.

Another factor which is critical in planning for a

data base system is the "currency" requirement of the

data. How current the data in the base must be indi-

cates, to a large extent, the real need for an online

maintenance environment. If the data can be a day or

week old, a pressing requirement does not exist. (Of

course, online maintenance, given that online retrieval

has already been justified by need, may be more cost

effective and is usually more desirable than overnight

batch maintenance.)

Once the characteristics of the data and their usage

have been defined, the organization should be in a

position to evaluate whether a data base system is

feasible, and if so, what type of system is desired.
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One of the first decisions must be whether an online

environment is needed and to what extent it is desired.

Terminal equipment is still rather expensive and must

be carefully justified by need (or by enough available

funds to justify desire). In addition, the establish-

ment of an online environment is usually a one-way

street: very few organizations revert to batch-only

systems.

The characteristics of the retrieval and modification

patterns should be summarized and condensed into a

spectrum of required features (those functions/charac-

teristics which must be facilitated) and a spectrum of

desired features (those functions/characteristics which

would improve usage and expansion of the system). These

spectra may then be compared with those features pro-

vided by the available data base vehicles.

A thorough analysis of the available budget and man-

power for programming and support must be done, both

for the current time period and for several years hence.
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By comparing available resources and desired charac-

teristics with costs and offered features, the organi-

zation should be able to find a suitable data base

system (or to decide that any such system is beyond

the current scope of feasibility).

Even though the organization has classified itt data

needs and selected a data base system, a live data

base should not be established until the foundations

for management of that data base have been well

established. In most instances, the key to such

management is a strong and capable Data Base Adminis-

trator (DBA). It is most important to groom a power=

ful and influential person before a lack of standards

and procedures becomes a way of life. Thus, the

organization must find the right person, pay him well

and keep him happy. The DBA must be thoroughly trained,

both in data base techniques and in the idiosyncrasies

of the organizational substrata and data. In the long

run, it will prove most beneficial to set up the means
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for his influence to be widespread and his authority

respected, and to be certain that he remain at the

forefront of all data base activity and design. (And

should he not perform as desired, a new DBA must be

found before the carefully established procedures

deteriorate.)

Due to the tende:cy of data base functions to cross

more and more of the traditional file "owner" bound-

aries, it is important to establish centralized control

over data element definitions, file-to-file interfaces,

codes and common data. Once permitted to proliferate,

individual procedures for maintaining shared data can

bog the entire data base system with costly transla-

tions and conversions and even make it impossible to

correlate logical data between functional areas.

Because the intent of any data base system is to make

more data accessible to more areas in more flexible

ways, the traditional owners of a given set of data

can no longer lock their cards or files in their



offices and thus be assured that no unauthorized use

occurs. The data base system must then provide a

security scheme to fulfill this function. Due to the

general lack of trust in computers by noncomputer-

oriented people, it is very critical that confidence

in the security of their data be gained--and then

maintained. For the same reason, the stability of

the system and of the data must be safeguarded.

f

Once the procedures for sustaining a data base have

been established, the organization can begin to

implement its own data base. Normally, this will be

a gradual process, with various areas being introduced

into the data base one at a time. Provided that the

centralized control mentioned above is strictly main-

tained, very few conflicts should arise as the data

for additional areas are added. Staggered implemen-

tations also enable the newer systems to be designed

in light of the known strengths and weaknesses of

former systems. In addition, less manpower is required.
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Regardless of whether or not the data are introduced

to the base in phases, the development of the system

for each area should follow an implementation plan:

Train the analysts in data base concepts, the

use of the specific data base system and the

characteristics of the application area(s)

Study the selected application(s) and design

the system

Build the data file(s)

Prepare management with test files and demon-

stration vehicles

"Program" the system according to the data

base system requirements

Prepare the users with extensive fraining,

support and enthusiasm

Monitor the results

Once the data base system and its first application

have been introduced, the organization must be willing

to expend the effort to permit further development.

Data base systems are not turnkey systems which operate

in a similar way from their inception on. Instead they

are--one could almost say--temperamental and highly
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influenced by the desires and whims of their users.

And perhaps the highest compliment to a data base

system design is an ever-widening stream of additional

requests from a user who is learning to use his system.

(EDITORIAL NOTE: The presentation at the workshop was

developed from a paper presented at the 18th Annual

College and University Machine Records Conference,
April 30-May 2, 1973, at the University of Wisconsin-

Milwaukee.)



CONNECTICUT/IBM SHARING OF RESOURCES

Francis J. Degnan, Research Director
Connecticut Omission for Higher Education

The Connecticut Commission for Higher Education has

received and approved a Study Report and Information

System Plan for the system of higher education in the

state. Implementation of the plan by two pilot

colleges was started on June 1, 1973, with a final

decision on the feasibility of the proposal planned

for July 1974.

The proposed plan incorporates the following concepts

in educational administrative data proce ses:

1. A statewide integrated informat on system
serviced by a large centralized processing
unit with remote job entry and nteractive

terminals on each campus;

2. Commonly defined elements with the planned

development of a data base/data communications
system in a virtual memory computer controlled

by a vendor-supplied data management system;

3. A single entry data system with files main-
tained on each-e-mpus at the source of the

data and with direct access to predefined
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elements provided for the commission;

4. Software developed centrally to produce
reports needed for decision making in the
local, certral office and commission levels.

The system is campus-oriented, with the management of

the total system under the control of an executive

committee with decision-making power. The executive

committee, with representatives from each of the

operating college units and from the state central

data processing authority, received professional advice

from subcommittees of the data directors drawn from

1

each of the campuses. A long-range plan incorporating

a step-by-step development of each phase starts with

WICHE data elements and NCHEMS program classification

structure. Planners anticipate the development to

span a period of five years.
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COMMERCIAL SYSTEMS: ANOTHER OPTION

Freeman Holmer, Vice Chancellor
Oregon System for Higher Education

In the management of postsecondary education, planning

for new automated information systems requires a series.

of decisions about the scope and content of the needed

systems and whether to build such systems "in house,"

acquire them through exchanges (such as CAUSE) or

lease or purchase, them from commercial vendors.

The tendency for many of us to view the in-house

option as preferable is deE-nsible on two grounds:

1. The development of systems tailor-made for

local needs; and

2. The assurance that the local knowledge about

the system is retained within the organization.

The use of exchanges is helpful, but it is essentially

a variation on the in-house option.

The lease or purchase of commercial systems is; however,



an option that,is being exercised with increasing

frequency because it appears in many instances to be

coSt-effective. The problems for management in making

a decision to take this route involve the resolution

of a series of issues.

This worMop was conducted in order that three

objectives might be acl'4.eved:

1. To identify and define the issues with some

precision. (e.g., what are the preconditions

for considering commercial systems?)

2. To explore the means of identifying and

selecting qualified vendors and evaluating

their products.

3. To consider the conditions of successful

interface with a commercial vendor. (After

the commitment to lease or purchase, what

are the necessary steps to assure the success

of the systems inst'llation ?)
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INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH AND PLANNING PROJECT,

COUNCIL FOR FHE ADVANCEMENT OF SMALL COLLEGES

William A. Shoen roject Director

Institutional -Resew. ..11 and Planning Project

Council for the Advancement of Small Colleges

The Institutional Research and Planning Project

is a pilot effort involving 15 colleges. Its purpose

is to assist these colleges to establish offices and

functions of institutional research and planning. As

we begin the second year of the three2year project,

we feel that it is beginning to have a substantial

imp.. on the planning and decision-making processes

on the campuses and the kinds of data that are being

used to make decisions and to do planning. The

colleges in the consortium are spread all over the

United States, from New England to Texas to California.

They are what have been traditionally known as four-

year liberal arts colleges and range in size from

500 to 1,500 students. The project is funded by

HEW/Office of Education, Bureau of College Support,
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Title III, which provides support for developing

institutions.

It is the intention of the project to pilot test a

variety of management concepts and systems related

techniques with regard to their suitability for use

in postsecondary education, .and specifically in small

colleges. Seven areas of coOern on which the pro-

gram is focused are reviewed in this paper.

The Need for Information

The first concern of the project was to determine

whether or not there was a need for data to be used

in management and planning, what the snecific areas

of needs were and to identify priorities.

An Institutional Needs Assessment Form was developed.

Information was collected from administrators and

administrative staff and the form was used as back-

ground for a.planning session with the administration.

Critical needs were identified from suggested areas
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where it was considered possible that data and new

management and planning techniques might be of

assistance.. These areas of needs were then ranked

according to institutional priorities and became

the objectives for the first phase of the project.

One of the most striking aspects of this initial

diagnosis was the homogeneity of needs repre-

sented in the 15 institutions. There was an 80 or

90 per cent overlap of areas of concern and the only

important variance was with regard to the priority

ranking. These areas of concern became the subjects

for the trainins program and the focus of the first

phase of the project.

In addition to a general orientation to institutional

research, principles of research design and statis-

tical tools useful for institutional research, the

first year of the program focused on the following

areas:
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Cost Analysis of the Academic Program

The Use of a Planning (Process) System

The Development and Use of Measurable Objectives

The Design and Use of a Data System to Support
the Admissions (Recruitment) Office

Data to Monitor and Analyze Student Attrition
and Retention

Faculty Evaluation--MethAs, Forms, Procedures
and Objectives

Cost Analysis of Student Development (Personnel)
Activities

Faculty/Staff/Administration/Studen Ratio
Analysis

The Use of Market Analysis and Marketing
Techniques in Small College Planning

Personnel Policy, Procedures and Data Necessary
to Satisfy Contemporary Requirements

Modular Development of a Management Information System

(MIS)

Wherever existing systems or subsytems models

appeared, or claimed, to be suitable for institu-

tional needs, they were analyzed for feasibility of

\



implementation. Very few were assessed to be satis-

factory due to a variety of reasons. These reasons

included lack of hardware, lack of sophisticated

personnel, length of time needed for start-up, design

inadequacies and infle;:ibilities, cost and inappro-

priateness to existing management philosophy and

procedures. The simulation feature of most electronic

models impressed most administrators as not serving

their immediate needs--but perhaps helpful later in

the project. As a result, the project was geared to

the develpment of a comprehensive management infor-

mation and planning system in an evolutionary way.

This modular development of a system permitted special

focus on the resolution of priority needs during the

first year. In most instances, this resulted in a

gradual building of confidence in the value of hard

data and an improved understanding of its place in

the management and planning of the institution.
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The design for each of the modules was based upon

specific institutional needs. The administrators

and administrative staff who were responsible for

each of the areas receiving special attention were

involved in the training program and on-campus

implementation of the research study. (This proved

to be very valuable - -see Involvement of On-Campus

Personnel.)

The design for the study tended to become an integral

part of the operating and planning procedures of the

department and encouraged a more rational base for

decision making and planning throughout the institu-

tion. The department was encouraged to alter forms

and procedures so that the focus of the institutional

research effort was not a one-time thrust, but a

continuing information system for each area--and

eventually the whole institution.

Design adjustment also became a rather simple thing,
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therefore, because the personnel understood the initial

system and feedback to it was a normal part of regular

operations.

The greatest potential weakness of modular development

of a management information system is the -ack of

appropriate interface between modules. Special

attention has been given to the clarification of rela-

tionships between units, the recognition and reduction

of duplication, the importance of common data elements,

the relevance and importance of information in other

departments, and the need for a tentative and ultimate

institution-wide design.

The project has also called attention to the importance

of suprasystem interface, by attempting to introduce

the concepts and techniques of market analysis and

marketing as it relates to program and curriculum

development, student recruitment and student attrition

problems.
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Paper and Pencil Models

It became apparent very early in the project that the

complex electronic models were not suitable for the

institutions in the project because of their limited

financial resources and personnel for implementation.

In addition, most of them did not have a computer on

campus, or else the hardware was unsuitable for

existing models: There were also problems of design

as well as general acceptance of the concept. In the

opinion of the author, it must also be said that the

larger electronic systems still are substantially

unproven with regard to their suitability and useful-

ness for most colleges of our type.

The attitude and operating base that we have taken in

the project is that the data will be manipulated by

paper and pencil and electronic calculators until the

volume and complexity of the data, and/or the spee4

with which administrators and administrative staff
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desire to manipulate it, requires electronic implemen-

tation. At that time, existing. comprehensive elec-

tronic systems will again be assessed with regard to

their suitability or models will be developed to handle

the data that the institution has determined it needs.

Several of the institutions in the project are now at

the point of evaluating existing systems. On the

other hand, several other colleges have found that they

have been able to develop paper-and-pencil Induced

Course Load Matrices and simple simulation models,

which are usually thought of as only possible elec-

tronically.

Involvement of Institution-Wide On-Campus Personnel

The modular development process, which has included

the in-depth involvement of administrators and staff

from each of the departments of the college under

study, has proven to be an extremely positive dynamic

for the acceptance and use of data. The suitability

of data can be taken for granted when it is developed
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by people who use it, under the direction of experts

in the field. Another natural consequence is an

in-depth understanding of the data and deign.

An observable tendency, however, has been for the

design to he somewhat simplistic, limited to crisis

needs, and not anticipatory with regard to long-range

planning and subtler needs. To resolve this defi-

ciency, the training programs of the second year of

the project are focused on each of the traditional

areas of the college respectively. One of the

purposes of this is to assist the director of insti-

tutional research (DIR) and on-campus personnel to

think of their area and its supporting data system in

a more comprehensive way.

The Importance of the Planning Process

Good management and planning requires not only good

data, but a prescribed process of what data is avail-

able to whom, tdien they hac the opportunity to
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use it, for what purpose and at what place in the

institution's management and planning process. The

process must provide for the social, psychological

and political needs of the institution and take into

account the style of the administrators and the

psychological needs of campus personnel.

Existing process systems were of some help in this

area. Especially the Planning, Budgeting and Account-

ing System, Part 11, developed by Peat/Marwick/Mitchell

and Co., and distributed by the National Association

of College and University Business Officers (NACUBO),

has proven to be suitable for small college use.

Some aspect of the process (data forms, sequence of

activities, timing, etc.) almost always has to be

adjusted to satisfy the needs of a particular campus,

but the basic elements of the process are included in

the model.

,
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Some colleges have preferred to design their own

processes so that they better suit their adminis-

trative structure, committee assignments and calendar,

and satisfy the needs of the era of the institution

in which they find themselves.

On some campuses it has been possible to clarify

weaknesses in the existing process by merely graphi-

cally displaying What currently exists. Inadequacies

have sometimes unconsciously developed through the

years, or more frequently, they reflect administrative

structures and procedures that are no longer suited to

the problems and challenges of the seventies. PERT-

like arrow and block diagrams reveal no origin in

goal establishment, program planning and cost analysis,

and inadequate feedback loops for budget review,

budget control mechanisms, long-range planning,

faculty and staff involvement, etc.
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We strongly advocate that the planning process merely

be an\extension of the budget development process. The

suggestion is that planning should not he some ethereal

activity resulting in a vague statement of intent, but

it should result in the production of an actual budget

for the coming year, as well as resource allocation

priority commitments (budgets) for two and possibly

five years ahead. These extended projections, of

course, will be reviewed and updated each year.

Other Management Techniques

In addition to the design and/or implementation of

transactional (operations) systems, planning systems,

process systems and simulation systems, the project

has looked for and attempted, to implement any other

management techniques which seem to be suitable for

small college use. These include:

Institutional Climate AnAlysis

Goal Identification and Clarification
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Management by Objectives

PERT and CPM Techniques

Cost Analysis

Cost Efficiency (Cost Benefit) Applications

Market Analysis Applications

A Data Model cor Regional Accreditation and
Review

Marketing Techniques

Curriculum, Program and Service Alternatives

Sensitivity (Human Relations) Training

The results of these efforts vary and many are still

in early stages of implementation,but most appear to

be having substantial direct or indirect effect on

institutional planning.

Implementation Methodology

Several of the methods used to assist colleges in

thcir implementation of management and planning

techniques will be carefully evaluated. If the

pilot project has the impact on participating colleges
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that we hope it has, then we want to know what has

been of the greatest benefit in helping the schools

to implement and use new management tools. The pur-

pose, obviously, is to give us direction for how to

best help an ever-increasing number of small colleges

that are requesting information and assistance in

this area.

1. Consortium: Is it best for a group of

schools to work together on the implementation of

new management techniques? Indications so far are

that this has proved to be tremendously helpful and

the colleges and their personnel have gained greatly

from sharing both positive and negative experiences.

The 15-ollege-unit appears to he of manageable

proportions and permits reasonably sized groups for

orientation and training programs.

2. Systems Models and Products: Specific systems

and subsystems models and systems-related techniques

that are being implemented on the various campus will
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be carefully evaluated for the purpose of determining

their possible use in other institutions.

3. Institutional Structure: Careful attention

is being given to the general administrative structure

and style, a.; well as the place that the director of

institutional research or coordinator of planning has

in both the official organizational chart and in the

communication and planning process of the institution.

Our preliminary impression is that this structure

will have to vary with administrative and institu-

tional needs and styles.

4. The Role of the DIR/Planning Coordinator:

This also appears to vary substantially with the need

of the institution, the style of the chief administra-

tor and his staff, and the personality of the DIR.

Effectiveness, i.e., change in the use of data in the

planning process, does not appear to correlate with

any one role model, although some activities and

methods do appear to be more helpful than others.
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5. On-Campus Consultants: Each participating

college has available to it expert consultants and

experienced practitioners in almost any area in which

they desire to have help. While this means of assist-

ing implementation has been of substailtial help to

a few of the schools, it has not been consistently

effective. Several institutions have made very little

use of it and others have not had helpful experiences.

6. On-Campus Supervision: .While the perspective

of this reporter might possibly be biased, my pre-

liminary analysis is that this is an almost indis

pensible aid to implementation. Aside from the

obvious benefits of identifying common and individual

needs among the participating colleges and coordi-

nating the program with these needs, it appears to be

helpful to just have someone -looking over the

shoulder" of the camp,: peT,uunel who are responsible

for the implementation of new management tools. On-

campus\:,,Its, regular reports, assistaneein identifying
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consultant help and some direct technical aid all

appear to make this an important part of the project.

7. Financial Subsidy: Because the colleges have

such limited resources, it appears to be almost a

necessity that they have some financial assistance

during this "start-up" period. Extra expenses for

DIR and research as-;istant salaries, travel to

institutes, consultant training and supervision costs,

etc., are rather difficult to incorporate into ever-

tightening budgets.

8. Training Program: Aside from the obvious

value of the technical cognitive material, the

training program has proved to be the real backbone

of the project. The esprit de corps among the Mks

has to be rated very highly as a strong positive

influence. The free sharing of information and

experiences, tilt- mOtiv:Ition to report on new projects

and an openness to be critiqued by one's peers, are

all indicators of the supportive relationships experi-

enced through this methodology. A decreasing amount
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of time is being spent with stand-up lecturers and

more case studies of institutional implementations are

being presented for critique by experts and peers.

9. Independent Evaluation: The design for an

independent evaluation has been established by a

group of experts in the field. Forms and procedures

are being established to assist in the entire evalu-

ation effort.

List of Other Project Products and Analyses

Information Needs Assessment Form

Comprehensive Report of On-Campus Activity

Training Program Outline

Director's Preliminary Analysis of Factors Related
to the Effectiveness of the Project

List of Typical Studies in Project Colleges

Ideal DIR
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COLLECTIVE BARGAINING INFORMATION NEEDS

Richard Spencer and Donald Gillette
Community College of Philadelphia

The Cost Estimation Model (CEM) system was developed

by the training and implementation unit of the National

Center for Higher Education Management Systems (NCHEMS)

at the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Edu-

cation (WICHE) for the purpose of training in the use

of simulation models. The system provides a compre-

hensive computer model devoted to projecting insti-

tutional and noninstitutional costs of an institution

for a period of five years. UM was developed to

accept actual institutional data, thus allowing the

users to see and evaluate the outcome of their realis-

tic decisions. In accepting actual data, allowing the

model to closely represent reality, the system serves

three-told purpose:

1. Aid in developing analytical skills in the

user.

2. Develop an appreciation for the complex
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interaction of an institution ,of higher

education.

3. Allow the user to evaluate and determine the
value of simulation models for planning and

decision making.

Data c.:Ilection for the CEM was developed from existing

student and faculty files and compared with the offi-

cial audited expenditure report for the appropriate

year. The model was first validated with 1970-71 data

and updated as information became available. The model

has been used for long-range planning, financial_

planning, new campus planning, staff training and

labor negotiations. The college is presently imple-

menting WICHE's Resource Requirements and Prediction

Model 1.6 to replace CEM. The models are practically

a complete management information system.

Negotiations for the second contract between the

Faculty Federation and Community College of Phila-

delphia began in Tanuary 1972. The main issues were

considered to be faculty load, class size and salary.
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The board of trustees was constrained by a fixed cost

per full-time equivalent (FTE) student as determined

by state legislation. Further, any raise in costs

would inevitably be reflected in student tuition. The

strategy of the board's negotiating team was to utilize

factual data to inform the faculty negotiating team

with the expectation that reason would prevail and a

reasonable contract would result.

Data provided by the CEM proved to be the backbone

of the strategy, The CEM provided the necessary

"what if" situations, such as the effect of reduced

load and current class size on total costs. Faculty

negotiators were impressed with, if not totally con-

vinced by, the information provided by the CEM. When

impasse occurred, the CEM data were shared with state

medi2tcrs. The final agreement provided for a reduc-

tion in faculty load and an increase in class size.

Faculty salaries were settled at 5.5 per cent across

the board in compliance with federal guidelines.
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In collective bargaining, negotiators for each side

usually find it necessary to establish credibility.

Faculty negotiators can be accused of speaking for

self-interests, rather than bargaining unit interests.

Similarly, board negotiators can lose, or fail to gain,

credibility if faulty data are u 'sed. During these

negotiations, the CEM proved to be invaluable in

lending credibility to board negotiators and helped

to establish a problem-solving approach in situations

which may have been otherwise tense and conducive to

anxiety. The ability of the model to provide hypo-

thetical situations encouraged both sides to agree

upon a three-year contract.
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STATE FORMULA BUDGETING (OKLAHOMA)

Edward Coyle, Vice Chancellor
Oklahoma Regents far Higher Education

The decade of the '60s was a period of unprecedented

growth and change in higher education, both in Okla-

homa and in the nation at large. The number of

.students in Oklahoma public colleges and universities

more than doubled, going from 45,000 to 92,000 over

the 10-year period. During the decade, programs and

functions of institutions began to change from tradi-

tional, lock-step, imitative types to a variety of

programs and functions designed to meet the rapidly

changing, increasingly technical and resource-demanding

educational needs of today's society. In 1960-61 the

rei lar educational and general operations budget

of the Oklahoma State System of Higher Education was

$41 million. By 1970-71 this annual budget had

increased threefold to $123 million.
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Against this background of explosive viability of

Oklahoma higher education, the magnitude, complexity

and importance of determining and effectively commu-

nicating budgetary needs is vividly apparent.

The Oklahoma State System of Higher Education was

created by amendment to the Oklahoma Constitution

in 1941. The state system includes all institutions

of higher learning supported wholly or in part by

legislative appropriations.

The constitutional amendment which created the state

system also created the Oklahoma State Regents for

Higher Education as the coordinating board of control

of the state system. The state regents' principal

duties are to prescribe standarjs, determine functions

and programs, grant degrees, recommend budget needs

to the legislature, determine fees to be charged

students, allocate to the various institutions funds

appropriated in lump sum to the state regents by the
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legislature and to function generally as la coordinating

agency for the unified state system.

Each institution in the state system has a governing

board which operates the institution in carrying out

the functions, programs and other responsibilities

given the institution by the state regents.

041ahoma fiscal laws provide for funding on an annual

cash basis. Higher education receives operations

funds for educational and general budgets from general

revenue funds appropriated by the legislature to the

state regents and from student fees and other campus-

collected revenues for educational and general purposes.

The state regents allocate these funds to institutions

according to needs and functions.

A budget formula is a device for estimating future

financial needs of colleges and universities based

upon projected basic data concerning enrollment,

functions and programs. Certain cost relationships
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are determined for the future operations based upon

evaluation of past costs and projected. future costs.

A budget formula for the Oklahoma State System of

Higher Education was first used in 1951. The purpose

of the budget formula was to give.greater objectivity

to the determination of needs and to enhance the --

equity with which budget requests for the various

institutions were made. The budget formula in Oklahoma-

is based upon an estimated level and type of activity

as dictated by the assigned functions and programs df

each institution and projected enrollments. These

factors are translated into the number of teachers

needed. The salary cost of the needed teachers becomes

the basic factor in the budget formula. A predetermined

cost relationship between the teacher salary Cost and

supporting instructional Laws, whv applied and added

to the teacher salary cost, provides the formula budget

base. Predetermined cost relationships buiviven the

budget base and each of the other budget functions of
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the institution complete the formula for determining

the total financial needs. Because of the use in

Oklahoma of functional classifications which are

generally used for budgeting and reporting purposes

throughout the country, the level of needs may be

compared with other institutions across the nation.

Advantages of the Oklahoma formula budget include the

ease of communicating bases upon which needs are

determined, ease of comparing budget functions between

institutions and flexibility permitting application

to all types of institutions. Disadvantages include

its inability to provide adequately fo. cost differ-

entials among programs and difficulty in adapting to

needs of institutions adjusting their programs to

provide the rapidly chaL,;ing educational services

required by society.

The state-tegents have begun a change in the procedure

for identifying the need for funds at institutions
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from a budget functional basis to an educational

program basis. It is the purpose of the new procedure

to relate the need for operating funds directly to

educational programs of study offered at the insti-

tution. Research and study regarding costs of edu-

cational program operation at institutions in the

state system and in the region over the past ,:ars

have permitted the state regents to move forward in

the fiscal year 1973-74 on an experimental basis of

educational program budgetips for three institutions.

It is expected that the budget recommendation for all

institutions to be-submitted to the 1974 Oklahoma

legislature for the fiscal year 1974-75 will be pre-

pared on the basis of the new procedure.
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PROGRAM INNOVATION WITHIN
TRADITIONAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Joseph Butler, Director
Management Information Systems

Governors State University, Illinois

Although the education community has continuously

altered and updated its administrative policies and

procedures in view of changes in the educational

program, the rapid changes in the 1960s caused

considerable tension between the educational program

and its administration. One facet of this was and

continues to be the collision of iho traditional with

the nontraditional, and new approaches to delivering

full secular education, new grading practices, greater

flexibility in meeting student career requirements are

but a few of the many factors which represent new

challenges and scrapping of old modes for those who

are responsible for administering management systems

in a college setting.
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Discussion for the workshop was conducted with the

following topic focus:

Objectives for data system utilization

Flexibility and compatibility in design

of data system

Responsibility for datp system management

2.,
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EXXON FOUNDATION PROGRAMS IN
MODERNIZING COLLEGE MANAGEMENT

Walter Kenworthy, Program Manager
Exxon Education Foundation

The foundation's objective is to raise the levc' of

managerial efficiency and effectiveness in institutir

of higher education in the United States so that they

may retain their diversity, vigor and independence

during the present period of rigorous financial con-

straints. To do this, we have implemented:

1. A five-year program of grants desigr'd to

assist in the adoption of sound, modern

systematic management practices by approx-

imately 60 private colleges.

2. A study of the characteristics of management

information systems and their applicability

to specific types of institutions.

3. A thorough investigation (undertaken by

Dr. Alexander Astin) of the behavioral

patterns and behavioral changes that
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characterize a college before, during and

subsequent to the implementation of new

management practices.

4. The dissemination of information on college

and university management obtained from these

studies and project grants.

Since the program is experimental in nature, it has

been limited to four-year, private institutions because

these are less complex administratively than large

private universities or state institutions. While it

is assumed that the needs of individual colleges will

differ, the fcundation assumes that modernizing the

college's management practices will include: (1) a

clear redefinition of all authority and responsibility

within the institution; (2) a clear definition of the

objectives of the instittion and its constituent

units; (3) a system of continuous comparison of

achievements to objectives; (4) a system requiring a

review of all possible options before a decision is
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made; and (5) a management information system capable

of projecting the financial, personnel and physical

spice allocation consequences of each option being

reviewed. It is also assumed that the new management

practices will focus on the educational division of

the college because that is the area in which the most

important financial decisions must be made and, at the

same time, is the unit least likely to follow sound

' anagement procedures.
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PANEL ON THE BENEFITS OF

HIGHER EDUCATION

MODERATOR'S INTRODUCTION

Paul Taubman
Professor of Economics

University of Pennsylvania

The Panel on the Benefits of Higher Education is one

of several groups established by the Board on Human

Resources of the National Academy of Sciences. The

charge to the panel is to examine the evidence, or

what all too often is the lack of evidence, on various

types of benefits of postsecondary education. By

benefits we mean effects or impacts, some of which are

positive and some negative. Given the wide variety

of benefits and the people who study education, the

panel was deliberately organized to span a number of

disciplines by including people from economics,

sociology, psychology, history, education and,to help

keep us honest, physics. We have sponsored a confer-

ence that considered some of the benefits and have

recently had it lished under the title, "Does
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College Matter?" The panel is not particularly

snobbish and would like to communicate it$ findings

to policymakers and laymen.

I think all the members of the panel are convi2hced

that college education changes the individual. some

of the changes are good, others bad and some trivia

and ot.ers potentially important. The talks we have

arranged for this conference derive from a particular \

framework. First we think the changes occur both

because of the educational process and the institution.

The first type of change is probably self evident,and

so I will only mention cognitive and noncognitive

development. The institutional consequences are

perhaps not so obvious. In this category, I would

include such things as the effects of the nonclassroom

organization of the college in the development of the

student. I also would include the impacts of a college

on the aspirations, culture and life of a community,
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and the impact of a groups of trained observers of

society on the functioning of society.

Our second theme in the division of benefits relates

to three groups, the individuals who are educated, a

small subset of people who come into contact with

this person, or society at large.

It is important to note in this study of benefits the

degree of hardness and softness of the evidence. Hard

and soft are not inherent qualities of the problems

studied since much of the evidence in the monetary

benefits to individuals has been developed and refined

only in the past 15 years.

Finally, let me conclude that many people in higher

education are concerned with having an efficient

allocation of resources. To me, as an economist, such

efficiency involves getting the highest value of

output for a given expenditure as well as deciding



on how much to spend. The papers that follow will

be concentrated only on the benefits and exclude

experditure levels.
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THE NONECONOMIC OUTCOMES OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Dael Wolfle
Professor of r,blic Affairs
University of Washington

College graduates differ in a variety of ways from their

age mates who do not go to college. Perhaps easiest to

demonstrate are the differences in knowledge and skills

and the fact that college graduates enjoy higher

earnings, occupy more prestigious positions and contrib-

ute more to the economic welfare of their communities

and the nation. These are the kind of outcomes that can

most readily be stated in quantitative form.

There are also other differences of a cultural, civic,

sociological and psychological nature that are hard to

quantify.. That these differences result, at least in

part, from the college experience is an article of

faith on any campus and a major reason why taxpayers

are willing to support higher education. If this faith

is well founded, it seems clear that these benefits
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should be included in the educational balance sheet of

a college or university so they can be given proper

weight in judging its performance. How much weight

these sociological and psychological differences

should be given must be determined by value judgments,

but those judgments, in turn, should be strongly

influenced by the nature of the evidence concerning

their importance and magnitude.

The evidence from a large number of research studies is

clear enough in indicating that significant and some-

times substantial differences between graduatef and

nongraduates do exist. College graduates are more

likely to vote and they are better informed about the

issues involved. They participate more actively in

voluntary ogranizations and occupy more positions of

civic and cultural leadership. They are less likely

to b, involved in criffie, but more likely to he inter-

ested in literature, science and the arts. They make
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better use of available health facilities, plan their

families more effectively, enjoy happier marriages and

are more concerned with the intellectual and psycholo-

gical welfare of their children. They are more

consistent, more rational and bet*Pr organized in thr2ir

attitudes, value; and behavior. A. their thinking

they are more critical, objective, open and flexible.

In shirt, thp- -re better parents, better citizens and

more effect:: , community leaders than their age mates

who have not gone to college.

Because these are all statistical or probabilistic

rather than absolute differences, it is easy to find

exceptions. There are scoundrels with several academic

degrees and pillars of the community .pith none. Yet in

general there is no uncertainty about the existence of

the differences.

Uncertainty does arise, however, on some other points.

One uncertainty concerns causation. When 'ne compares
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the changes that take place in college students with

those that occur in their age mates who do not go to

college, it istoften found that both groups show changes

in the same direction. For example, both groups become

more independent of family ties; in both groups earlier

religious beliefs tend to ,Haaken; in both groups a

number of values and attitudes become more crystallized

and coherent; and both groups become better qualified

for their adult responsibilities. In othe. words, both

z.re growing up and becoming more mature. Although the

direction of change is the same, the amount may be

quite different and is often appreciably greater among

college students.

Much of this is as we would expect; young people do

mture, and while colleges may be strongly influential,

they have no monopoly on the forces that affect social

id tAlectual maturation. Mu!, we are left with the

difficulty of deciding how much of the difference be-
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tween graduates and nongraduates should be credited to

the educational experience per se and how much to the

earlier influences that determined which young people

would go to college. Research evidence does not yet

give a very satisfactory answer to this question, but

techniques are available to secure better evidence.

A second uncertainty concerns the allocation of the

benefits. The differences are partly personal, of

benefit to the individuals themselves, and partly

social, of benefit to society as a whole. I am not

aware of any convincing analysis that tells us how much

of the difference between graduates and nongraduates

should be considered as personal benefits and how much

as benefits to society at large. This is a problem that

requires further analysis.

Both of these uncertainties take on an additional com-

plication when one tries to compare one college or

university with anoyher. Some of the social, cultural,
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civic and personal changes that take place during and

after the college years seem to be relatively indepen-

dent of the type of college attended. Perhaps this is

what we should expect. On any large campus, students,

faculty members, educational programs, living arrange-

ments and other environmental influences are so diverse

that the differences within a single institution may

mask the average differences between institutions. But

this is not always the case. Some of the changes are

substantially different in different institutions. And

it seems likely that there are significant differences

among the several parts or subenvironments of a large

and complex institution.

Because half our young people are not going to some

type of college, it seems to me that it is now time to

try harder to understand and explain the intercollege

differences'in impact. It is important to students to

get to the college or university that can best meet

their individual needs. And it is important to educa-
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tional policymakers to know more about the comparative

effectiveness of different institutions in achieving

their several objectives.

Although much of the available evidence does not meet

the criteria that research scientists usually require

before they make confident assertions concerning causal

relationships, the evidence is, nevertheless, as strong

as that frequently available in reaching policy or

action decisions in other spheres. Consequently, there

are two policy implications I want to discuss briefly

in the context of the problem of university and college

accountability--a problem that very properly has become

a major concern of institutions of higher education and

of the coordinating bodies that are responsible for

higher education in the several states.

The first point concerns the time of appearance of

changes resulting from the college experience. One of

the presumed benefits of higher education is intellec-
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tual adaptability, the ability to continue to learn and

to respond more effectively to whatever the future

Lrings. Obviously, whatever success a college may

achieve in attaining this kind of goal cannot be fully

measured on graduation day. In interests, attitudes

and values, and in civic and cultural contributions to

the communities in which college graduates live, some

of the results of the college experience may become

more evident and more important as the years go by. It

follows that frum the standpoint of educational policy

and management, measures of college effectiveness and

comparisons among different institutions should not stop

on commencement day but should follow graduates into

their postcollege careers.

The second point concerns the administrative and policy

use we make of whatever information is available con-

cerning Lhe benefits of higher education. Mounting costs

are forcing us to give more attention to institutional
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accountability, to comparisons of different types of

institutions and to cost-benefit relationships. Under

these pressures there is constant temptation to empha-

size the kinds of data that are most readily available,

that can be measured most reliably and that can there-

fore be employed most easily in comparing one college

or university with another.

Under these conditions, how can we give appropriate

weight to the noneconomic and hard-to-quantify effects

and to the differential magnitude of those effects in

different institutions?

The first thing to say about this problem is that the

research evidence indicates that college graduates

themselves would insist that con'.id rahle weight be

given to these factors. When asked to rate or rank the

benefits of a college education, students and graduates

include vocational preparation, better jobs, higher

earnings and competency in useful skills or fields of
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knowledge. But quite regularly they assign as high

or higher value to such outcomes as learning to get

along with other people and the formation of values and

life goals. Clearly the noneconomic effects are prized

highly and should be counted in the balance sheet.

One method is to estimate the monetary values of the

factors we want to include. For example, monetary

estimates can be used in considering differentlial crime

rates. Or again, quantitative data are available on

differences in voting frequency, and one .night try to

estimate the dollar value of a vote and the higher

value of a better-informed vote.

Whenever we can agree with reasonable consistency on

the monetary values involved, this seems to be the

preferable proLtAure; when we can use the dollar as a

comm.' yardstick, it is filpful to do so.

But I would not assign monetary values that many people

would consider false or artificial., I suspect this would
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be the case if we tried to assign different dollar

values to the votes of graduates and nongraduates.

Under such circumstances, the variables should still be

listed and supported by as good evidence as is available,

preferably objective and quantitative evidence. This

procedure distinguishes between the costs and benefits

that can be treated in familiar economic terms and

those that cannot, reminds anyone studying an institu-

tion's educational balance sheet that he should try to

take account of variables that seem important but to

which specific monetary values cannot be assigned, and

makes quite explicit the natur... of the political and

value' judgments that mist be reached.

For this whole problem we have an interesting recent

precedent. The National Environmental Protection Act

of 1970 requires federal agencies to prepare impact

analyses concerning projects that seem likely to have

significant effects upon the natural environment. The
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authors of that act faced a problem comparable to the

one we face in trying to combine economic and noneco-

nomic elements.

To meet this problem, agencies of the federal govern-

ment are directed to develop methods to "insure that

presently unquantifiable amenities and values may be

given appropriate consideration in decision making

along with economic and technical considerations."

Perhaps the state coor*'inating bodies should require

educational institutions to file comparable statements

covering both economic and noneconomic effects of their

activities, with as much objective evidence as possible

concerning each. Thus we would stimulate educational

institutions to be more aggressive in formulating clear

standards and objective methods by which they believe

they should be judged.

Ills may be a useful way of dealing with the problem

now, but still we would like to decrease cur present
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degree of ignorance and uncertainty. To achieve that

improvement we must encourage educational researchers

to conduct the large-scale, longitudinal studies that

may provide firmer information than we now have con-

cerning the comparative impacts of different colleges

and universities.
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EFFECTS OF HIGHER EDUCATION ON CHILD REARING

AND THE FAMILY1

Bettye M. Caldwell, Director
Center for Early Development and Education

University of Arkansas

When asked by Dr. Solomon to undertake the analysis of

the effects of higher education on patterns of child

rearing and family life, I responded with alacrity.

There were at least two reasons for my response. The

first was that I had been troubled of late by para-

phrases of scholarly works purporting to show that

"education does not make a difference" (e.g., Jencks).

The second reason related to my awareness of the

difficulty in establishing any meaningful index of

social class status--which represents one way of

estimating what transpires between parent and child

within the family environment--in fatherless families.

Most indexes of social class are based upon some combin-

ation and weighting of factors such as paternal occupa-
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tion, family income, parental education and (less

often) area of residence and size and type of domicile.

Until very recently, the potential range of occupations

likely to be available to women was somewhat narrow,

with a big peaking in the clerical and sales area and

lesser professionals (such as teachers). Furthermore,

family income based on a woman's salary was likely to

be lower than income based upon a man's salary, thus

moving downward on any scale the apparent level of a

home headed by a woman.

About a decade ago, while working on a study of parent-

child interaction in low-income families with a large

preponderance of the mother-only parent pattern, I was

not satisfied with the application of traditional social

class indicators and decided to use maternal education as

the most appropriate indicator of the kind of environ-

ment likely to be provided by that family for the child.

That is, maternal education should be correlated with
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what a mother does with her infant or child in the day-

to-day transactions that make up a child's significant

learning environment. Furthermore, this is something

that is constant from one family to another, regardless

of whether some families have two parents and others

have only one.

It should be noted that that was a rather atypical

decision and probably not a very wise one from 'le

standpoint of ensuring comparability of data between

the research in question and the remainder of research

in the field. For in the myriad of studies conducted

. by sociologists, psychologists, educators and special-

ists in family life education in which some attempt

has been made to relate social characteristics of the

parents to some outcome variable in the child, in only

a handful of studies has education per se been the

variable of choice. This may stem in part from the

fact that the structural aspects of the social environ-

ment--those incorporated in an index of social class--
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have correlated so well with developmental variables

in the child that few people have tried to tease out

the effective compone of the social environment.

That is, perhaps researchers have remained content with

the index of social class simply because it correlates

so well with a host of child variables--intelligence,

likelihood of developing some sort of emotional prob-

lem, acting out problems in school, academic achieve-

meat and so on.

Yet since there are discontinuities within the class

measure itself (education does not correlate perfectly

with income, income does not correlate perfectly with

occupation, etc.), it would appear to be desirable to

try to understand more fully just how the different

components of a class index affect the child. This

is especially rei4vant with respect to maternal educa-

tion. That is, we assume that the input to he child

from the moth,,r during the early years is critical for

priming his intellectual and emotional development, and
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the mother's input may well differ more as a function

of the quantity and quality of education she has had

than as a function of the nature of her husband's

occupation and the amount of money he makes (or the

two make together).

Clues From the Domain of "Lower" Education

Although the concern of this panel is specifically with

the effects of higher education, we can sometimes learn

a great deal about a phenomenon by examining its

opposite. Thus Freud developed his theory of the nor-

mal personality development from a study of persons

with some type of pathology, and oftentimes we 'nerate

ideas about how to maintain economic well-being in

times of recession.

For this examination we are fortunate in having data

from a just-published study by Vladimir de LisF-voy

(Children Today, July-August 1973). His concern was

not with higher or lower education per se but rather
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with styles of parenting found in adolescent parents.

But, of course, a young parent is almost always by

definition an undereducated parent. His particular

study dealt with 48 couples in rural and semirural

areas of Pennsylvania. The young families were followed

over a three-year period, with their ages ranging from

15 to 18 for the girls (average, 16'- and 14'i to 19

for the boys (average, 17). Of the 48 couples, 41 of

the wives and 35 of the husbands withdrew from school

before graduation.. At the time of data collection,

many of the young couples were expecting either their

second or third child.

Findings from the De Lissovcy study are very disturbing.

In general the young and undereducated parents were

hostile and rejecting toward their young children and

seemed trapped in joyless relations with them. These

findings should help put to rest for all time the myth

that says that, at least insofar as we can interpret

"quality" parent behavior at this point in our history,
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parental ,stincts" give parents the cues they need to

take care of their children.

The best illustration of this can be found in the

unrealistic expectations many of the undereducated

parents had about when certain developmental milestones

should be reached. Their estimates were often grossly

wrong--and always in the direction of expecting behavior

long before the child can be expected to have such

behavior in his repertoire. And these false expeQta---
----

tions were held even after the parents had had experi-

ence with their own children. It should be noted here

that the kinds of "normative guesses" requested of the

parents (ages that children should be expected to sit

alone, pull to standing, say a word, etc.) represent

the kinds of things taught in any child development

course in a college or university--and teachable much

earlier, for that matter!

Spanking even of tiny babies was common in the sample,
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and many of the parents seemed to think that a baby

should cry very seldom and should be spanked if 'they

did cry. I do not mean to imply that this negative

pattern of parental behavior was due only to their lack

of education, for their lives were-beset with a number

of social and financial ills. But the sheer unreality

of the expectations about children seem tragic, in view

of the fact that many of these false expectations could

easily be corrected in creative pre-parent and parent

education courses.

As stated earlier, most studies have not tried to

disentangle the two family variables, education and

social' class; the correlation between maternal educa-

tion and social class is estimated to be around .60.

One study in which an attempt was made to examine the

effects of education per se was that by Sears, Maccoby

and Levin (1957). Although that study is now almost

two decades old, i, methodology is still being utilized

by others concerned with this area and its findings
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rather Lonsistently supported. They found some differ-

ences in child-rearing associated with socioeconomic

status, others associated with maternal educ tion

(paternal education was not examined) and still others

with both. A brief review of their findings regarding

social class and education would be helpful.

In general they found their middle-class mothers to be

a little more permissive with respect to age at which

bowel and bladder control was expected and with respect

to tolerance for manifestations of dependency and

aggression. Although they expected their children to

go to college upon reaching the appropriate age, they

were actually less concerned about current achievement

than were the working-class mothers. And there were

definite differences with respect to styles of disci-

pline, with working-class mothers more punitive toward

their children and a greater tendency to use both

physical punishment, withdrawal of privileges and ridi-

cule. Middle-class mothers were warmer toward their
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children and more in agreement with their husbands

about how to rear the children.

Now as to practices that differed as a function of

education of the mother but did not show a difference

as a function of social class. Better-educated mothers

toilet-trained their children later, gave the children

more regular household tasks, used reasoning more and

tangible rewards less for discipline, were less con-

cerned about sex-appropriate behavior (e.g., boys must

behave like boys and girls like girls), and were more

permissive and accepting of dependency benavior in

their children. It will be noted here that these

patterns are highly similar, pointing as they do to

greater warmth and permissiveness in both better-

educated and middle-social class mothers. Nevertheless,

this study alone (and there are others that have similar

findings) suggest that it is possible to tease out the

specific contributions of education to patterns of

child-rearing and family life.
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Leads for the Future

In the work that is continuing on this project, we are

trying to learn more about the interaction between

education and patterns of child rearing. One of the

most interesting and surprising findings so far is

that we have actually found so little. That is, it

seems that there should be great quantities of material

dealing with child-rearing patterns found in parents

with a liberal arts background as opposed to technical

or scientific training. Likewise, what kinds of parents

do adults make who have specialized in child develop-

ment or developmental psychology during their college

training? How does higher education fit into the

movement to develop alternative life styles for both

adults and their children? These are but a few of the

directions of search we are currently undertaking.

Currently our conviction is that we have been entirely

too cavalier in assuming that there is a direct associa-

tion between higher education and patterns of child
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rearing and family life. We are confident that, regard-

less of whether we su,.eed in "proving any associations,"

we shall be able to identify areas of needed research.

Patterns of family life represerlt one of the most

significant types of "output" that we can hope to

measure in relation to any kind of input. It is dis-

couraging to realize that we have perhaps neglected

this output for others which are easier to measure

(type of occupation, salary, etc.), but not necessarily

as relevant for the future of the individuals involved

or for the society of which they are a part.

NOTES

1The author wishes to express appreciation to Mrs.

Elaine Carpenter for her help in the preparation of

this paper.
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THE IMPACT OF HIGHER EDUCATION:

A MINORITY PERSPECTIVE

Edgar G. Epps
Professor of Education
The University of Chicago

Minorities have posed a dilemma for American educators

almost from the beginning of this nation. The basic

issues have centered around three questions: (1) Can

members of minority groups benefit from education (to

the same degree as whites)? (2) Can they learn as much

as whites? (3) Should they be educated (to the same

extent as whites)? Almost as pervasive has been a

fourth question--if they are to be educated, should they

be educated along with whites or should they be educated

separately in segregated facilities? Similar questions

have been raised about the education of women as well.

The results of this questioning of the capabilities and

rights of minorities and women are manifested today in

the underrepresentation of these groups in higher educa-
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tic and in the occupations requiring higher education.

Access to Higher Education

Before we can talk meaningfully about the impact of

higher education, it is first necessary to describe

attendance patterns--"who goes where to college?" A

recent study (Monthly Labor Review, June 1973) found

that college enrollment of 1972 high school graduates

(as of October 1972) was the lowest since 1964. The

decline has been concentrated among males--e.g., in

1968, 63 per cent of male graduates entered college in

the fall; in 1972, 53 per cent of male graduates entered

college. Attendance for women has remained stable

during this period, therefore leading to a suspicion

that the drop-off in enrollment is a reaction to the

elimination of the military draft.

Looking at minority enrollment during the past few

years, we find that the decrease in college enrollment

has been entirely among white males. Since female
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enrollment remained stable, we infer that the drop

in white enrollment (from 57 per cent in 1968 to 49

per cent in 1972) is a male phenomenon.

On the other hand, the proportion of black graduates

who went on to college in 1972 (48 per cent) was about

the same as in 1968 but substantially higher than 10

years earlier (34 per cent). As a result of these

converging trends--white decline and black increase- -

there was no significant difference in the proportions

of white and black graduates of 1972 enrolled in college

in October. This does not mean, however, th(t equality

of educational opportunity has been attained for blacks

or other racial minorities (Asian Americans are the

exception). For example, larger proportions of black

(21 per cent) and Spanish origin (34 per cent) youths

than whites (14 per cent) drop out of high school.

One of the more interesting enrollment trends involves

black women. Traditionally, black females were more
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likely to attend college than males. The fall 1972

data indicate that this is no longer true.' The pro-

portions of white and nonwhite males in college (53

per cent) is about the same; white (46 per cent) and

nonwhite females (43 per cent) are both underrepresented

compared to males. For white women, however, this

represents an improvement vis-a-vis white males; for

black women, this represents decline relative to black

males.

Youths of Spanish origin are less likely to be enroAled

in higher education than either blacks or whites First,

the dropout rate is extremely high among these ,youths.

Second, a much smaller proportion of the age group is

in college or has attended college. Native /Americans

(American Indians) are even more underrepresented than

Spanish-origin youth. It will require extensive recruit-

ment and support programs to improve enrollment among

these groups, because both economic and cultural
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barriers make access to higher education extremely

limited.

Types of Colleges Attended

Most of the recent increase in black enrollment has

taken place in white colleges and universities because,

even at full capacity, the 100 or so black colleges

cannot accommodate much more than one-fourth of the

total black student enrollment.

There currently are about 700,000 black college stu-

dents. The proportions of black students in black

(35 per cent) and white (34 per cent) four-year colleges

are about equal. The remaining students are enrolled

in two-year colleges It is probable that dropout and

completion rates in the two types of four-year institu-

tions will be somewhat comparable, but it is also

quite probable that a much smaller proportion of stu-

dents entering two-year colleges will complete a

baccalaureate degree.
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_Since the large increase in black enrollment has taken

place quite recently, most of these students are still

0

in the first two years of college. It-will be anotuer

year or two before we will know with any degree of

certainty whether or not the white coller.! sick are

now attracting large numbers of black students are also

providing them with sufficient resources to see them

through college to graduation.

It is of interest to note that students at black colleges

are more likely than those at white institutions to have

graduate school aspl:ations. 'Whether this is a result

of self-selection, recruitment or institutional impact

is also a question about which we need additional infor-

m :ion.

Plight of Black Colleges

Although black colleges have carried the burden of

higher edue'l'ion for more than 100 years, these

Lions now face grave problems. The private institutions,
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like their white counterparts, are suffering from the

pinch of financial pressures. Although foundation

support provides some relief, the problem is still

severe.

The publicly supported black colleges arP now faced with

desegregation as an additional problem (although tome

of their administrators do not consider desegregation

in an undesirable light). Several of the border state

schools which were 100 per cent black in 1954 are now

more than 50 per cent white. It is likely that state

governing bodies, under pressures from federal agencies,

will increasingly force these schools to become biracial

or to merge with nearby predominantly white institutions.

The practice of establishing new predominantly white

institutions or branches of major state universities

in a city which already contains a well-established

black facility has caused much concern in the black

community.
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Black educators have expressed the fear that tradi-

tionally black collet,. which have served for nera-

tions as a repository for black culture and heritage,

would he integrated out of existence. Tney point out

that these schools have long prcvided training for the

lea ers of the black community and that they are values

by the communities they serve as well as by their alumni.

They are uuu of their traditions and view the effort

to merge them or close them as another example of he

insensitivity of white policymakers which is fostered

by the racism that permeates American society. Politi-

cal pressure from blacks has caused some states to

reconsider their proposals for black institutions. But,

there is still considerable uncertainty concerning the

future of black public colleges and uEiversities.

It should be noted here that the junior college cannot

be accepted by blacks as an Adequate replacement for

the black four-year college-. In the first place, stu-
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dents who attend junior colleges are less likely to

graduate from college than students who attend four-

year colleges. Wailable information indicates that

two-year colleges have been successful in getting low -

income youth into college, but have not increased their

chances of getting a degree nearly as much.

Second, the four-y residential College provides a

more complete socialization experience than the commuter

two-year college. 11-1 important part of the college

experience is the more or less gradual identification

of oneself as A "profession1-in-training." This kind

of transformation an occur most smoothly in a four-

year institution where the student does not have to

undelo the trauma and decision making faced by the

student who Lomplets a two-year prognun and then finds

it neLessary to tran-der to a "-,unior" college.

Soci ,I %lobllity

1Vhen compared to a national sample of college students,
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black students as a group tend to be tore upwardly

mobile. This is evidenced by the fact that less than

one-fourth of the parents of black freshmen entering

college in 1968 had attended college. Almost 60 per

cent of black students in black colleges and about 45

per cent of black students in white colleges had

fathers who had not graduated from high school. One-

half of the mothers of black students in black colleges

and 38 per cent of mothers of black students in white

colleges had not graduated from high school.

iccupationally, the parents of black college students

tend to be semiskilled or unskilled workers. Less 'than

one-third of the fathers of students at black colleges

were white-collar workers in 1968. The average black

college student, therefore, tends to be in the process

of preparing for a chan'e in social status from non-

middle class to middle class.

In 1968, black ,,tudents attending black colleges were
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more likely than black students at white colleges to

come from low-income families. A recent survey reports

that the gap between family incomes of black students

and white students was as large in 1971 as it had been

in 1968. However, the black students at white colleges

also had higher family incomes than black ,7tudents at

black colleges in 1968. In 1971 these two groups of

black students differed very little wiL1, respect to

family income. The difference in the results of the

two surveys may be attributable to differences in the

samples of colleges surveyed, or they may reflect a

chanv in recruiting patterns of white colleges and an

increased tendency for black students from Mgher-

income families to select black institutions.

In 1972, the median family income of white students was

about $13,500; for black students, median family income

was only $8,300. Another indicator of the financial

problems of black students is the number who come from
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families with annual incomes of $5,000 or less. Only

5 per cent of white students come from families with

such low incomes; for blacks, the figure is 32 per cent.

Still another significant difference in the circum-

stances of black students at black colleges and black

students at white colleges was found in patterns of

financial support for education. Fully two-fifths of

those enrolled in black colleges, but only one-quarter

of those enrolled in white colleges, depended on their

parents foi financial support. Thus, it appears that

the distribution of financial aid is inequitable and

favors the more affluent white institutions.

Considering the financial sacrifices involved, it is

not surprising that the majority of clack students

attend colleges close to home. We estimate that 90 per

cent of student; attending Mad, college~ in the South

are Southerners, the minority residing in the same state

as the .-ollege .1stended. Private institutions tend to
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draw students from a broader geographic area than public

institutions and to have smaller proportions of low-

income students. Given the local nature of the student

populations of most black institutions, it is unlikely

that the number of applications for spaces in these

colleges will drop sharply within this decade. The

available evidence indicates that enrollments are

increasing at black schools as well as at predominantly

white schools, altnough they are increasing more rapidly

at the latter.

The availability of financill assistance may well

determine the extent to which blacl colleges and

universities will he able to continue as viable insti-

tutions. Since black students tend to be predominantly

the offspring of low-income families, it seems reasonable

to assume that they will choose schools that require the

least firancial sacrifice. If resources continue to he

distributed uneuitahly, thic witl strike a harsh blow

at the black institutions.
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Graduate and Professional Schools

Recent studies indicate that an extremely small pro-

portion of America's earned doctoral degrees are held

by blacks. Other minorities are even more underrepre-

sented. The degree to which blacks are underrepre-

sented in higher education has been recently reported

in a work by Fred L. Crossland in which he determines

the relationship between estimated enrollment and

estimated population,
expressed in percentages, and

states that in order for blacks to achieve proportional

representation in higher education, their 1970 enroll-

ment would have had to be increased by 116 per cent.

The following minority groups would have to be increased

even more: MeAlcan Americans, 330 per cent; Puerto

RIci'ds, 225 per cent, and American Indians, 650 per

cent.-

Among the social sciences, sociology ranks second to

psychology' in the number of doctorates awarded to blacks
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in America. In 1967 Conyers identified 121 doctorates

in sociology at the same time that Wispe et al.

identified 166 black doctorates in psychology.
3

Since

it is unlikely that Ph.D.-granting institutions have

produced more than five or six black 11.0.'s per year

since 1967 in these fields, we estimate that there

are probably more than 200 black Ph.D.'s in psychology

and about 175 in sociology at this writing (1973).

Similar patterns exist for other social science areas.

The committee on the Status of Blacks in the Profession

of the American Political Science Association indicated

that "there are probably no more than 80 black politi-

cal science Ph.D.'s in the United States today (1970)."

Donald Deskins, project directo.i. for the Commission on

Geography and Afro-America of the Association of

American Geographers, was zble to identify'only eight

black geographers with the docto. A degree in 1970.

Comparable estimates are not ivailable for other areas
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of the social sciences, but there is no reason to be-

lieve that the pattern would he appreciably different

for anthropology, economics or history.

We concur, therefore, with Horace Mann Bond's conten-

tion that although blacks constitute about 10 per cent

(now 11.5 per c_lit) of the population, they constitute

perhaps only about one per cent of scholars in America.

Deficiencies in intellect in blacks, as Bond contends,

are not responsible for the scarcity of black scholars,

but imperfections of a system which wastes a great

human asset.4 The "talented tenth" of which DuBois has

spoken has been, and is, far from realization. Blacks

are most underrepresented in the hard sciences and

engineering.

Recent trends in graduate student enrollment suggest

that blacks make up 3 or 4 per cent of current graduate

students. Thus, the discrepancy remains quite large

and shows little indication of being eliminated in the
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near future. It is estimated that to achieve parity

with whites in the professions by 1990, black enroll-

ment in professional schools would have to be doubled

immediately. In the sciences, the number of Ph.D.'s

produced annually would have to be multiplied 15 times.

Impact of Higher Education

In this final section, I will report a few results from

a longitudinal study of 10 black colleges in the south

conducted by Patricia Gurin of the University of

Michigan and me from 1965 to 1970. Comparable data

from white institutions will be reported where avail-

able.

First of all, there is a tendency for black students to

favor majors in social service areas such as teaching

and social work. When asked why they had decided to

go to college, students answered most frequently: "To

get a better job," and,"The chance to think throug;1

what occupation and career I want and to develop some
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of the necessary skills for it."

By 1970, certain shifts in career choices had occurred,

probably reflecting greater opportunities resulting

from a lessening of job discrimination. Male freshmen,

especially, were beginning to think of careers in busi-

ness. There was also a concern for "helping my people"

expressed by these students. Even those planning

careers in medicine and law expressed a\desire to

return to the black community and help others after

completing their training.

As numerous studies have shown, young people's attitudes

change during their college years. While different

colleges vary in the nature of their influence on

student attitudes, there is a general tendency for

students to become more liberal in their political

attitudes. This is true far minority students as well

Liberalizing influences tend to he greater in private

liberal arts colleges than in public instifu ions.
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There is also a relationship between geographic loci"-

tion (rural-urban) and the political awareness of

students. Rural institutions tend to attract rural-

and small-town students and to have a generally conser-

vative social and political climate.

..

Our data also indicate that race consciousness ("Black

Awareness") seems to be enhanced during the college

years. While this may be primarily a phenomenon of the

late 1960s and early 1970s, there are strong indications

that college students are much more aware of the racial

ties than their parents or than high school students

surveyed during the same period. Thus, it appears that

those who are concerned that higher education will

alienate black graduates from their communities have

little to fear if the 1965 to 1970 cohort is a reliable

reference group. College increases awareness of racial

discrimination and political sophistication. These

young people will in all likel_ho,,,I be the future
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leaders of their communities.

In conclusion, then, we can pinpoint two major impacts

of higher education on minority group youth: first,

higher education opens up occupational and economic

opportunities that would otherwise be closed, thereby

serving as a channel for upward social mobility; second,

higher education influences attitudes and values,

especially in the political sphere, which encourages

graduates to work.toward the elimination of discrimina-

tion on the basis of race, ethnicity or sex. The

benefits to future generations will be even greater as

college students of this generation pass on their

racial pride and political awareness to their offspring.
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NOTES

'Although the data are reported for Negro and other
races, most of the persons in this category are blacks

(89 per cent). Thus, the figures are reasonable
approximations of black enrollment patterns. However,

since Spanish-origin females are much less likely than

black females to attend college, the black proportion

is probably an underestimation. For b1aCk males

there is probably a comparable overestimation.

2Fred E. Crossland, Minority Access to ,College (New

York: Schocken Books, 1971), 15-16.

3Jares E. Conyers, "Negro Doctorates in Sociology: A

Social Portrait," Phylon, XX1X (fall 1968), 209-223;
and Laren Wispe, et al., "The Negro Psychologists in

America," American Psychologist, XXV, 146.

4Horace Mann Bond, "The Negro Scholar and Professional

in America," American Negro Reference Book, ed. by

John P. Davis (Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 1966) 548-88.



"THE EXPERTS ANSWER"

Charles R. Thomas, Moderator
Executive Director

College and University Systems Exchange

Question 1. "How and when will conceptual, methological

and measurement problems of complex universities be

addressed, particularly the joint-product aspects?"

BOB HUFF:

There is no good answer to that question. It is the

single most difficult problem we have.

Distribution of expenditures in cost studies can be

approached through the use of a faculty activity anal-

ysis of some kind. Basically it involves asking the

faculty member what he does with his time, then using

the results for allocation. There are many people who

do not think that the results of a faculty activity

analysis are worthwhile, so that is a question that

will go on and on. I am not saying that progress cannot

be made and that the problem should not be addressed in
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a more substantive way than in the past. But it isa

problem for which there is certainly no ready answer.

I will comment on other things that seem to me to be

important. If you look at all the complexities and the

difficulties of doing cost studies,the reasonable, log-

ical person sooner or later comes to the conclusion that

it cannot be done; not right away,anyway. But that is

not an acceptable answer. The question is, "How are we

going to do it well enough for it to have some utility?"

There was an earlier reference to the opinion that poor

data is better than no data. That answer obviously

would not satisfy most of us. Poor data is not better

than no data at all. But on the other hand, I believe

that it is better to be crudely right than precisely

wrong. Crude or roughly accurate data that address

the proper qtiestions are of more use than precise data

that answer the wrong questions.

The question is, "Can we be crudely right when it comes



to developing costs and other kinds of data related to

.

complex research at universities?" I hope so.

Question 2. "What should an administrator do to insure

that the data base administrators do not dictate the

directions in which institutional dollars and emphasis

are going?"

',I

,

CHERYL TRA VER

There are a number of traditional answers to this ques-

tion. The first is hire only idiots for these posi-

tions. The second one is the one most of us follow

which is to give the people all the responsibility but

no authority. And the third one would be hire-only

figure-head women and minorities. The fourth, and

another popular one,is to hire only people whose views

are the same as yours, and therefore what they dictate

will essentially agree with what you desire.

These are all traditional solutions and I think we can

all recognize them.
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The question I would like to ask is,"Why does this

question say dictating?"

It is my opinion that no one should dictate to anyone

concerning the direction of an institution. Data base

administrators mainly should serve as data collectors

or information collectors. ,Their function is only to

pull data together. Normally, they provide answers

for a consortium of customers who represent the inter-

ests of the administration of the institution.

Basically, you should not have to worry about the data-

base administrator dictating policy if in the beginning

you select, organize and structure the functions and

organization in such a way that it represents all of

the interests of the institution rather than the inter-

est of one department.

Question 3. "How can the computing center director

avoid having to make management-level decisions on new

system design specifications?"
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JIM MORGAN

In the design of systems I believe the role of the

computing center director is being redefined. If you

talk about the standards for system design or opera-

tions, there is absolutely no way that the computer

center director can avoid his responsibility for setting

standards. It is a fact, however, that computer center

directors are involved in the detailed specifications

many times when they should not be. The basic design

of systems should be handled by the people who have the

best and most information about that particular func-

tion. In most cases this is the user of the system. I

can think of more horror stories on system design re-

sulting from lack of user involvement than almost any

other single point. System design should be a coop-

erative effort, and there is no way the user of a system

can abdicate 'ais roll without creating a disaster.

Question 4. "Do you feel the balance is shifting too

much in the direction of new systems design instead of
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adopting systems that are already in existence?"

JIM MORGAN

I believe the balance- always was in favor of designing

systems yourself. I hope that in the last few years

there have been some changes in this area. College and

University Systems Exchange (CAUSE) is certainly working

to promote the exchange of systems between institutions.

However, institutions generally do not design their

systems for exchange. In institutions having a shortage

of people and money, the first activity deleted is long-

range planning and the second, system design. What is

left is a make-shift system that barely can be run for

one institution.

In the last few years we have learned more and more

about system design and consequently are seeing more

systems that are documented properly. Hopefully we

can reverse question No. 3 and have the balance shift

from unique design to exchange of systems.
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Question 5. "What are the general problems of MIS

implementation from a statewide system point of view?"

FRANCIS DEGWAN

In the _implementation of information systems, there are

at least three absolute prerequisites. The first is a

well-structured plan that is acceptable and approved by

all levels of administration from the campus, central

offices and the coordinating commission. A plan must

be developed within one office, but it must have the

complete knowledge and agreement of all concerned.

The second prerequisite, and perhaps the most important,

is that there must be a management structure. You must

have a responsible committee that controls and manages

the developmenL and implementation of the plan. The

function of this central committee must be one of

service to the campuses. It must answer their questions,

and it must involve the data processing directors as

professional advisors to the committee. They must,

however, recognize their responsibilities as advisors.
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The third and equally important prerequisite is that

you must design a system so that you will be assured

that it will be of benefit in producing All the results

promised. The system must produce short-term results

at least within the timespan of a year.

Speaking from the environment in Connecticut, we must

present better information and better justification of

projects to avoid a leveling off of allotments to higher

education. The pressure seems to be on us to say

clearly and in better form what seems to be reasonable.

Question 6. "Given the new information on costs by

student program and levels of detail and costs of

courses in as much detail, what is the best procedure

for resolving which levels of governar)celegislative,

governor, coordinating commission, governing board and

levels of institutional management--should have access

to this information?"
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FREEMAN HOLMER

I think that question is fairly well summed up by two

other queries: (1) "Is higher education too important

to be left to the professors?" (2) "Is some obscurity

necessary in higher education?"

I suggest that obscurity is inevitable if not necessary

in all aspects of higher education. We will never

thoroughly solve the problems of accountability and

effective management.

Information that systems are intendfltd to provide can-

be useless unless we make it very clear and very certain

that those who need to know certain kinds of information

are able to obtain it. That is a fairly clear statement

of exactly what our problem is in dealing with the

plethora of systems, programs, reports and all the

other paraphanalia of data management that now perplexes

all of us as we try to come to grips with the data proc-

essing revolution. We need the kind of analysis which
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I do not think we have had in the past. We have not

had adequate analysis in our legislative halls, budget

offices, coordinating councils, board offices or insti-

tutions of the kinds of data and information that are

essential in the answeri:g of questions,

We are making some efforts to conceptualize our prob-

lems,and many of these efforts are extremely worthwhile.

I support the efforts of the National Center for Higher

, \

Education Management Systems (NCHEMS) and the efforts

of agencies such as the legislative fiscal staffs who

ask penetrating\questions such as those relative to

departments of higher education. Questions need to be

asked and we need to provide answers. The problem is

getting those who have the questions to ask to sit

down long enough with us, and for us to be knowledgeable

enough about the data we have, or that we can get, so

that we can provide them with the kinds of answers that

are essential to properly answer the kinds of questions

that are properly asked.
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